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Sommaire

La demande élevée de bande passante pour accéder aux différents types d’application,

en particulier les applications multimédia, à partir d’une station mobile tout en satis

faisant une certaine qualité de service correspond au nouveau visage des réseaux sans

fil de troisième génération. Le besoin accru en ressources de la part des applications

multimédia, attire l’attention sur les outils de dhnensioimement.

Le but de ce mémoire de M.Sc. est la généralisation d’un modèle mathématique

développé dans la thèse de M.Sc. de C. Voisin pour le dimensionnement de réseaux

3G en ce qui concerne les aspects de routage. En effet, l’objectif est d’étudier l’impact

d’une politique de multi-routage versus une politique de mono-routage sur le coût de

dimensionnenwnt.

Le modèle généralisé correspond à un programme mathématique linéaire mixte en

variables O-1. La validation et les expériences informatiques comparatives ont été faites

sur divers exemples de trafic avec différentes caractéristiques. Bien que des expériences

aient été faites seulement sur des réseaux de taille limitée, il est déjà possible de mettre

en évidence un avantage clair du multi-routage en comparaison du mono-routage.

Mots clés : Réseau 3G, CDMA2000, Dimensionnement, Multi-routage, Contrôle

d’admission, Soft handoff, Capacité radio, GdS, QdS.
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Abstract

The high demand of bandwidth for access to different kinds of applications, especially

multimedia applications, by a mobile station, while satisfying their requested Quality

of Service, is the new face of third generation of networks. The need of multimedia

applications for high bandwidth, convey the researches to dimensioning tools.

The purpose of this M.Sc. Thesis is the generalization of a mathematical model

developed in the M.Sc. Thesis of C. Voisin for the dimensioning of 3G networks with

respect to the routing aspects. Indeed, the objective is to study the impact of a multi

versus a mono routing path policy on the dimensioning cost.

The generalized model corresponds to a linear mixed mathematical program with

O-1 variables. Validation and comparative computational experiences have been per

formed on various traffic instances with different characteristics. Although experiments

have been performed on a network with limited size, there is already a clear advantage

of multi-routing over mono-routing.

Keywords: 3G Network, CDMA2000, Dimensioning, Multi-routing, CalI Admission

Control, Soft handoif, Radio capacity, GoS, QoS.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Communication has aiways been an essential part of every kind of human society. So

far, many technologies have been developed for this purpose. Among these, mobile coin

munication has been one of the most important technologies that man has ever used.

The abiilties of the second generation telecommunication systems, such as GSM (Global

System for Mobile Communication), are lirnited to digital wireless voice traffic. These

systems have been designed for voice communications with low-bit-rate data services.

Any enhancement or addition of new services also affects the service. Growing dernands

for transferring high quality images, video and wireless Internet access with high data

rate (up to 2 mbps) and needs for data-rich, multimedia services accessed instantly over

mobile handsets forced the technology to move to Third Generation Telecommunication

Systems (3G) and Fourth Generation Telecommunication Systems (4G).

Every telecommmiication operator, developer or vendor in the world is affected by this

technology since telecommunications evolve toward a new generation of networks, ser

vices and applications. The third and fourth generations of networks are the new faces

of wireless network technologies, which have been significantly improved in terms of

system capacity, voice quality, and ea.se of use.
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In Japan, telecommunication systems are very close to 4G, based on WCDMA, whose

main advantage over 3G is the availability of higher bandwidth. While in North Amer

ica, the technology is stili with 3G. Among the 3G standards, WCDMA (Wide-hand

Code Division Multiple Access) and CDMA2000 are the most used third generation air

interfaces. 3G combines high-speed mobile access with Internet Protocol (IP) based

services but it does not concern a super fast connection of mobile communications.

3G is expected to support enhanced multi-media such as voice, data, video and remote

control in all known modes such as cellular telephone, e-mail, fax, videoconferencing,

web browsing and other services.

The demand of bandwidth is obvious for all kinds of applications. The fixed network

can handie the high data rate, but not the Quality of Service (QoS) demands for the

uew multi-media applications. The goal of the first applications over Internet, such as

FTP (File nftansfer Protocol), was to have a reliable connection without considering the

delay. The best effort connection cannot satisfy the QoS demands of each application

either. The new real-time multi-media applications such as videophone, not only need

a high data rate but are also very sensitive to delay. Therefore, we need mechanisms

to provide the requested Quality of Service for each type of applications. The need for

a high data rate and QoS in radio links is another challenge for 3G networks. This

is why in 3G networks the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology which

diversifies the bandwidth on the radio links has been used.

In order to satisfy mufti-media applications demands, more base stations and advanced

equipments are needed. Considering the high prices of these equipments, the use of

dimensioning tools with multi-routing strategies are necessary. Therefore, developing

mathematical models for network dimensioning that minimize the cost of link capaci

ties in the core network as well as the equipments in the radio network under different

routing strategies are the objectives of this project. For each requested session from the

mobile station, there may be several potential base stations which are ready to support

this session and are connected to different Base Station Controllers (BSC). In addition it

is assumed that there may be different routing paths between a given pair of origin and

destination. This means multi-ronting, which is a complex subject with sophisticated
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routing protocols versus mono-routing.

1.2 Plan of the thesis

We start this study by describing the concept of 3G networks, particularly the mech

auisms that influence dimensioning in Chapter 2. Then, in Chapter 3, we concentrate

ou the studies that have already been conducted on dimensioning core and radio net

works. In Chapter 4, we present the assumptions under which we worked for the traffic

modeling, core and radio networks management modeling as well as the parameters to

be considered for the dimeusioning strategies.

A mathematical optimization model is formulated in Chapter 5. It is both an improved

version and a generalization for multi-routing of a flrst model developed by C. Voisin

in her M.Sc. thesis [1], see also [2]. In this chapter, we explain ail the variables and

constraints as weIl as the objective function. The flrst part of Chapter 6 describes the

details of an implementation of the proposed mathematical model and the parameters

used in generating the traffic instances. We theu briefly introduce the CPLEX-MIP

software which is used to solve the mixed linear problem corresponding to the mathe

matical model that has been built in Chapter 5 and discuss the options that are available

to solve the mixed linear problem using a branch-and-bound method. We also present

some valid inequalities that can be used to reinforce the strength of the linear relaxations

of the mixed linear problem. At the end of this chapter, vie validate the model using

different traffic instances. While respecting the overall Grade of Service, we compare the

results of multi-routing and mono-routing on different traffic instances under different

assumptions on the number of divisions iii the planning period and on the length of the

sessions. A conclusion based on the resuits that have been obtained and perspectives

on future work completes the thesis.
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1.3 Contributions

An optimization model for the dimensioning of the 3G networks has been proposed by C.

Voisin in [1], where for each requested session there is always only one path between its

source and destination. In the model of [1], aIl potential base stations which can serve

a session are assurned to be connected to the same base station controller. In addition,

the soft handoif can happen only between two potential base stations. However, in

practice there are always several possible routing paths between two different nodes

and depending on the geographical position of each session it can be served by base

stations which are connected to a unique or different base station controllers. On the

other hand, when a session is accepted in soft handoif, the serving base stations are not

necessarily Iirnited to two. These arguments motivate our new developed mathematical

model, generalizing [1] with the rernoval of the above assumptions.

In the model proposed in this thesis the routing path for cadi requested session will be

chosen among a set of possible paths by an optirnization model in order to minimize

the objective function. Moreover generalizing the model proposed in [1], a session can

be served by base stations connected to more than one base station controller.

1-lence, in the scope of tus study:

A mathernatical model which supports multi-routing in the third generation telecom

munication systems is proposed.

) Different effective mechanisms for dimensioning such as, multi-routing, cali ad

mission control, Quality of Service and soft handoff between two or more base

stations are considered.

> Tic proposed model, which provides a dimensioning tool that concentrates both

on core and radio networks at the sanie time, is developed.

> The profit of multi-routing over mono-routing while supporting multi-services and

optimal dimensioning with various traffic instances is tested, validated and evalu

ated.



Chapter 2

Architecture of the CDMA2000

Networks and Multimedia

Services

In this chapter, we start with a general overview of CDMA (Code Division Multiple

Access), the background technology of 3G networks. We go on with the description of

the general concepts that tvill be further used and discussed in Chapter 4 and integrated

in the mathematical model in Chapter 5. Indeed, in Chapter 4, we will clearly state the

assumptions and the choices that will be made for the mathematical model with respect

to those general concepts. Therefore, we will first discuss the concept of third generation

mobile communication often cailed 3G as well as its requirements and services.

After taiking about the 3G networks and CDMA technology, we wilI next focus

on the CDMA2000 network architecture, which is based on CDMA technology as it

corresponds to the main technology choice in North Anierica, see [3]. In particular, we

wiIl discuss the soft handoif concept, different types of services, as well as integrated

services and their specifications. At the end, some classical packet scheduling policies

are presented.
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2.1 Why 3G and a short history

With the appearance of data communication on the fixed network with World Wide Web

(WWW), everybody expects the same ability from mobile network. That means using

data services on mobile devices so we will be able to support both voice and data traffic.

Fôr a while, the Internet and mobile communications have grown separately, but they

join together in 3G networks. Hence, a challenge for 3G is to bring the best features of

mobile communications and the Internet together. Third generation telecommunications

combine mobile radio with Internet technology to provide consumers with a new world

of rich multi-media services via their mobile phones. 3G enables mobiles to carry videos,

graphics and data, as well as it goes on carrying voice. It promises to deliver anytime,

anywhere and anyway access for mobile users. For this reason, the existing 2G systems

are replaced by the 3G systems. The flrst 2G systems were launched in the early 1990s

with Global System for IVlobile communications (GSM) and Gode Division Multiple

Access one (cdmaone). The evolution of the communication networks is illustrated in

Figure 2.1. GSM, which is used mostly in Europe, provides a circuit-switched data

service and is the most widely adopted mobile standard in the world. With over 578

million subscribers in 400 networks in 171 countries, more than 1 in 10 people on the

planet used GSM technology in 2000 [4]. At the beginning the available data rate was

around 9.6 kbps and then it reached 14.4 kbps. However, these range of data rates

cannot support the high-speed access required for web browsing or email services. In

addition, circuit-switched connections, in which a channel is dedicated to a single user,

are not very efficient. GSM uses a combination of Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) to support multiple access. On

the other hand, cdmaone, used in North America, is the first generation of GDMA and

as its name indicates, it uses the GDMA technology to support multiple access by users.

The data rate is about 14.4 kbps in this system. Next, in 2.SG networks, its data rate

reached 64 kbps.

The requirements for third generation systems can be listed as below, see [5] for more

details:
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>- Bit rates up to 2 mbps for stationary users, 384 kbps for pedestrian users and 144

kbps for vehicular users.

>- Multiple simultaneous services.

>- Multiplexing of services with different quality requirements on single coimection,

such as speech, video and packet data.

>- Quality requirements from 10 % frame error rate to 10_6 bit error rate (core

network).

>- Symmetrical and asymmetrical data transmission support (radio network), e.g.,

web browsing causes more loading to downlink than to uplink.

>- Global roaming across networks.

The 3G network has a layered architecture and is divided in two different parts (core

and radio parts), which enables an efficient delivery of voice and data services. A layered

network architecture, coupled with standardized open interfaces, makes it possible for

the network operators to introduce and rolI out new services quickly. These networks

have a connectivity layer at the bottom providing support for high quality voice and data

delivery. Using IP, this layer handles all data and voice connections. The layer consists of

the core network equipments like routers, switches and transmission equipments. The

application layer on top provides open application service interfaces enabling flexible

service creation. The user application layer coutains services such as e-commerce and

GPS (Global Positioning System), for which the end user is willing to pay.

2.2 What is CDMA Technology?

A central base station strategy is used in alI cellular networks. A link between a handset

and a base station is referred to as uplink or reverse link (UL), while a link between
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2G (1990)

GSM Digital Volce+lew rate cf data
Analog Voice 95 Kbps

cdmaone Digital Volce+data 14.4 Kbps
lS-9 CDMA

2.5 G (1993) 3G (1999)

GPRS Digital Based on GSM
Volce+data 171.2 Kbps

cdmaone Digital Baaed on 1S95
1S95B Vcice+data 64Kbps

FIG. 2.1: Evolution of the communication networks

the base station and handset is called downlink or forward link (DL). These are broad

casting channels in which cadi communication is assigned a unique frequency, a unique

time slot or a unique code. The first is known as Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA), the second as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) whule the last corre

sponds to the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), see Figure 2.2.

The cellular systems based on FDMA, such as Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS),

have several disadvantages like the need for guard bands between signais, which reduce

the available bandwidth. Meanwhile, a strong signal may capture the whole hand for a

long time.

TDMA offers the ability to carry data rates of 64 kbps to 120 mbps (expandable in

multiples of 64 kbps), however, it is not without difficulty. Users moving from one cell

to another are not assigned a time slot. Thus, if all tirne slots in the next celI are

already occupied, a cali might be disconnected. Likewise, if all the time slots in the celI

in which a user happens to be in are already occupied, he will not receive a dial tone. In

addition, TDMA is less robust to ;nulti-path effects [6]. A signal coming from a tower

to a handset might come from any one of several possible paths. It might have bounced

off several differeit obstacles before arriving, which can cause interferences.

•To reach a network, which is able to support wireless data services and applications

1G

WCDMNUMTS Digital Based on (35M
Voice÷data 3M Kbps —3 Mbps

Sased on cdmaone
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such as wireless email, web browsing and digital picture taldng/sending, the wireiess

networks are asked to do much more than a few years ago and vill be asked to do

more in the near future. Here, CDMA fits and provides sufficient capacity for voice and

data communications ailowing lots of users to connect at any given time. CDMA is the

common platform on which 3G technologies are built. This technology was first used in

military applications since it was difficult to jam, hard to interfere with and not easy

to identify as it looks like noise.

CDMA is a spread spectrum technology and divides the radio spectrum into channels

that are 1.25-MHz wide-hand. Unhke FDMA and TDMA, where user signais neyer over

lap in either the time or the frequency, CDMA allows many users to occupy the same

time and frequency allocation in a given band/space (for more information see [7]). As

its naine implies, it assigns unique random codes to each communication to differentiate

it from others in the saine spectrum. The number of unique codes in CDMA is equai

to the number of users. At the receiver, this code is detected and used to extract the

user’s information. The process of moduiation of the signai by unique code is caiied a

spreading code, spreading sequence or chip sequence.

CDMA supports two basic modes of operation: Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and

FIG. 2.2: CDMA - FDMA - TDMA

Time Division Duplex (TDD). In the FDD niode, separate carrier frequencies are used

for the uplink and downlink respectiveiy, whereas in TDD only one is time-shared be

tween uplink and downlink. CDMA does not accept a large propagation delay between

a mobile station and a base station as it causes sender-receiver collision. CDMA is

considered to have nunierous advantages over TDMA and FDMA. CDMA may deliver

more information than FDMA and TDMA in a given time period (up to 4 to 6 times).

p Powe,

CDMA FDMA TDMA
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It supports soft handoif and the problem of using the same frequencies for communi

cations within different celis (frequency reuse) does not occur in CDMA. There is also

no hard limit on the number of users that we can allow on the system. Each time a

user is added, the noise for the other users tvill be increased a little. Another advantage

is that CDMA fights rnulti-path fading due to the faet that the signal is spread over

a large bandwidth, and that each path can be tracked separately at the receiver’s end

[7]. CDMA is used in 2G, 2.5G and 3G networks. 2G CDMA is also called cdmaone

and includes IS-95. 2.5G CDMA which is based on IS-95 is named IS-95B, while in 3G,

CDIvLk2000 is the most famous 3G service based on CDMA.

2.2.1 CDMA2000 and UMTS

UMTS, originally developed by ETSI, is designed as an evolution from GSM toward

WCDMA. The standard for this technology is developed by the 3rd Generation Part

nership Project (3GPP). CWTS (China), ETSI (Europe) and TTA (Korea) are coop

erating with 3GPP. The offercd data rates are 144 kbps vehicular, 384 kbps pedestrian

and 2 mbps when the user is not moving, sec [8]. It uses the already existing GSM

infrastructure. The core network of UMTS can use the current 2G networks for serving

voice and packet data.

CDMA2000, developed by Qualcomm and the TIA in North America as a 3G evolution

from the existing 2G CDMA system called cdmaone, originally from the IS-95 systems.

The standard for this technology is developed by 3GPP2. CDMA2000 allows the si

multaneous transmission of voice and data with a data rate of 2 mbps and uses the

same equipments as cdmaone. It protects operator investments in existing cdmaone

networks and causes a simple and cost-effective migration to 3G services. Comparing

the two technologies the system capacities are more or less the same, with a littie ad

vantage of tTMTS, but migration from 2G toward 3G is smoother and cost-effective

through CDMA2000. Table 2.1 illustrates the teclmical differences between these two

technologies based on [8], [5] and t9]
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Air Interface Parameters CDMA2000 UMTS

Carrier Spacing (bandwidth) Nx 1.25 MHz (N=1,3) 5 MHz

Synchronization between ce11 sites Synchronous Asynchronous

Chip rate N x 1.2288 Mcps (X=l,3) 3.84 Mcps

Frame sue 2040 and 80 msec for physical layer 10 msec for physical layer

Modes PDD FDD and TDD

Multiplexing techniques MC-CDMA DS-WCDMA

TAB. 2.1: CDMA2000 and UMTS comparison

In both UMTS and CDMA2000 the efficient use of available resources such as band

width and serving different types of services are the moet important issues.

2.3 Architecture of the CDMA2000 access networks

CDMA2000, which is said to have a 2 mbps data rate, is a true 3G technology based on

CDI\4A technology. It provides higher flexibffity cornpared to the second generation of

networks. In CDMA2000 a Mobile Station (MS) can have access to a service provider

network such as Internet. It inciudes two separate parts called Radio Access Network

(RAN) and Core Network (CN).

RAN manages the radio links and soft handoif. Actually RAN is not ail radio, there

exists a wired part tvhere the base stations are connected to their corresponding Base

Station Controiler (BSC). To understand better the functionalities and responsibilities

of each part we first discuss about their elements. As shown in Figure 2.3, RAN contains

Base Station (BS) and Base Station Controller (BSC), while the CN contains Packet

Data Serving Node (PDSN), Mobile Switching Center (MSC), Authentication, Autho

rization and Accounting (AAA) and Home Agent (HA).

• Base Station (BS): Base stations are physicai units of radio transrnission/reception

in cells. A celI is a place which is under cover of a BS. A BS lias usually three

antennas each covering an angle of 120 degrees. BSs can support both TDD
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FIG. 2.3: CDMA2000

and PDD modes. They reiav the cails to and from the mobile stations iocatcd

in their coverage areas (ceils). In other words, they provide the radio resources

and maintain radio links ta mobile stations. There is aiso a fast pawer contrai

algorithm implemented in each base station. It plays a crucial raie in softer handoif

when the mobile station is piaced in the overiap of two sectars af the same base

station and asks for a session (Section 2.5.2). At this point the invoived base

station combines the two upiink signais received from bath sectors. It is important

ta mention that each base station is connected ta oniy one BSC and has ail the

necessary functions for its own management.

• Base Station Controlier (BSC): BSCs are equipments used as interface with the

care network. BSCs contrai the BSs as well as received and sent radio pack

ets. They perfarm other radio access and link maintenance functions such as soft

handoif and user rnobility in a 3G wireless network. They aiso perforrn voice

compression. BSCs cantain twa different components each with specific function

ahties.

Cors N(work PdIo Aeee Ntwok
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— Packet Control Punction (PCF): PCF component selects and establislies the

connection to the PDSN and forwards the information to it and vice versa.

In the soft handoif cases, the serving PCF sends its information to the target

PCF to regenerate the packet data session to the PDSN.

— Radio Resource Control (RRC): The RRC supports authentication and au

thorization of the mobile stations for their radio access.

As well as a base station, a BSC, has ail the necessary functions for its own

management.

• Packet Data Serving Node (PDSN): PDSN is another component in CDMA2000

architecture and acts as a foreign agent. It performs two basic functions. It lias

the ability to relay the packets to the mobile stations through the Radio Access

Network. Vice versa routing and relaying of the packets to the other IP networks

is another responsibility of the PDSN. It provides foreign agent supports and

also initiates acts as an Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) for

the users. It also manages the Point to Point Protocol (PPP) with the mobile

terminal.

• Mobile Switching Center (MSC): This is an interface between Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN) and wireless system. This server is responsible for

verifying the authentication and authorization of the mobile station in the RAN

since it stores the authentication and authorization information for the Radio

Access Network.

• Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA): The AAA servers interact

with the PDSNs (foreign agents) and other AAA servers to perforrn the functions

in a secure mode. AAA provides user profile, Quality of Service (QoS) and keeps

track of who, what, when and where the sessions are coming from and destined to

(Accounting). The AAA server, also contains the data of users who are registered

on the network.
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• Haine Agent (HA): It maintains user registratian infarmatian and directs IF pack

ets ta the PDSN.

2.4 Core Network

The care netwark in CDMA2000 is based an the Mabile Internet Pratacal (MJP) and

cannects ta the Public Switched Telephane Netwark (PSTN) ar ather netwarks and alsa

manages the rauting. In a Mabile IP, each mabile statian has a canstant IP address and

keeps its address even if it mayes araund fram ane paint ta anather. This canstant IP

address is called hame IP address. Wheu a mabile statian leaves its hame netwark, a

rauter named Hame Agent (HA) (see Sectian 2.3). sends ail carrespanding IP datagrams

ta that mabile statian [1•
The mabile statian will use a Fareign Agent, which is a PDSN, while visiting a foreign

netwark. It registers itself in the Fareign Agent and asks far a new address (temparary

address). Then, the Fareign Agent sends that address ta the Haine Agent. Therefare

in the case af sending a datagram ta that mabile statian, the HA encapsulates that in

an IP packet. The destinatian address af this IP packet is the temparary address af the

mabile statian. This packet will be sent ta the Fareign Agent. Then, the Fareign Agent

decapsulates the IP packet and sends it ta the mabile statian. This methad is the ane

which is used in the current care netwarks.

In bath nplink and dawnlink chaasing the praper path amang the existing paths is

anather cancern af the care netwark. h mast netwarks, between ail passible paths the

shartest path will be chasen.

The netwark architecture used in this thesis cantains the care netwark and is explained

in Sectian 4.1.1.
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2.5 Radio Access Network

In a Radio Access Network, in order to serve a request of a mobile station two steps

should be considered: first, allocation of radio resources and second, establishment of

a PDSN link and PPP session [10]. While a session is sked by a mobile station, a

message with the required packet-data service is sent to BSC. Then the BSC sends a

message to MSC in order to ask and authorize a radio traffic channel. If the answer is

positive (means that the mobile station is an authorized user of the network) the BSC

allocates sufficient resources for the session. Now the mobile station is authenticated and

lias enough resources to go on. At this point, the BSC contacts PCF (Packet Control

Fiinction) which is responsible to establish a data session with the PDSN. The PCF

sends back a message based on fail or acceptance of the session to BSC. Meanwhile,

a Point to Point Protocol (PPP) places between the mobile station and the PDSN to

set up a packet data calI. Once a mobile station has placed a PPP connection to the

PDSN, it remains connected to the network.

As it can be seen in Section 4.1.1 the network architecture used in this model contains

the Radio Access Network and its components.

2.5.1 Celi spiitting

In order to increase the capacity of the network and decrease the co-channel interfer

ences, the idea of celI splitting was conceived: instead of broadcasting a signal over a

vast area we allow to reuse frequencies in each ceIl. This idea involves the base sta

tion segmentation into sectors, where there is a separate antenna for each. The most

common and used celi splitting is the three sectored celI, Section 2.3. The cell is split

into three sectors, with each antenna radiating a 120 degree coverage area, instead of

an mono directional antenna. Each sector plays the role of a base station. There is the

advantage of a stronger and clearer signal received by mobile station. Note that cell

splltting is not considered in the model developed in this thesis.
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2.5.2 Handoif

When a mobile station is involved in a session, it is connected to a base station via a ra

dio link. One of the advantages of a mobile station is its mobility. To solve the problem

of mobile stations getting far from the transmitting base station, handoif is introduced.

Handoif occurs when the mobile station is placed in the area covered by two or more

different base stations (hard/soft handoif), or when the mobile station is located in an

area covered by two antenna sectors of the same base station (softer handoif).

The handoif procedure should be completed while the mobile station is in the overlap

area of two or more base stations or the two antennas of a same base station. The

strength of the signais and the quality decrease as the MS (Mobile Station) reaches the

edge of the coverage area. The connection should be deiivered to the new BS or new

antenna before the disconnection of oid BS or antenna from the mobile user. Otherwise

the cali is lost [11].

Handoif detection: Making a decision for a handoif should be based on measure

ments of the links at the MS and at the base station position. Since the execution of

handoif costs enormously, the unnecessary handoifs should be prevented. Therefore the

handoif criteria must be chosen properly. However, if the criteria are too strict, then

the cail may be lost before the handoif occurs [5].

Hard/Soft handoif

In this case the mobile station is located in the overlap of two or more base stations. It

may happen for up to 20 or 40 percent of mobile stations. There are two possibilities

in hard/soft handoif [9]:

• Micro diversity: The base stations are connected to the same BSC.
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• Macro diversity: The base stations are connected to different BSCs.

In soft handoif, Figure 2.4, the communications between the base stations and the

mobile station is based on one radio channel for each base station in the downllnk

direction. Consequently, the mobile station receives two or more signais. In the uplink

direction the mobile station sends its signal. The signal will be received by base stations

involved in soft handoif. Each base station sends the signal to its corresponding BSC. In

micro diversity case the BSC chooses the best received signal while in macro diversity

the BSCs con;municate together and then choose the best. While the mobile is moving,

if the mobile station leaves the overlap zone both the new and old base stations take

care of the session for a certain perfod of time. This improves the transmission quality

of wireless channel and prevents disconnection.

On the contrary, in hard handoif the link to the prior base station is terminated before

or as the user is transferred to the new cdl. This means, at any given time a mobile

station always communicates with one base station and the old and new radio channels

cannot co-exist.

Obvfously, soft handoif is advantageous over hard handoif because the mobile does

not loose contact with the system as it avoids interruptions and frequent switching.

Nevertheless, soft handoif decreases channel availability since a mobile station may use

multiple radio channels at the saine time.

Softer handoif

In this case, the mobile station is located in the overlap of two sectors of the saine base

station, see Figure 2.5. It may happen for 5 to 10 percent of the mobile stations in a cell.

Therefore, each sector uses a radio channel simultaneously. As the mobile station should

be abie to distinguish between the signals corning from the two sectors of a base station

in the downlink direction, each sigial has its unique code. Mobile station receives both

signals and extracts the inforniation. Only the soft handoif will be modeled in Section

5.4.8. The details of the soft handoif technique will be discussed in Section 4.1.3.
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2.6 Qia1ity of Service

With the arrivai of the wireless packet-switched services in the 3G cellular networks,

tIre dream of supporting multimedia applications, audio, video and data started to be

come true. One of the most important obstacles is the need for high bandwidth links.

Recently, thank to improvements in coding, the need for high bandwidth is reduced and

tIre speed of links is also increased. However, even with these changes packet-switched

networks cannot fulfiul the needs of multimedia as another obstacle rises wInch is tIre

time of deiivery.

Our concern is mostly about real-time applications such as voice and video, wInch are

BSG

FIG. 2.4: Soft handoif

BS1

Bsc

8S2

FIG. 2.5: Softer handoif
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more sensitive to time as they ask for on time data arrivai. Therefore, the best effort

model that has been designed for non-real-time applications, and in which the network

tries to deliver data but makes no promises, is not satisfying for them.

The need for a new service model where some kind of applications ask the network for

higher assurance than others has become very significant. For instance, this model im

plies that some packets receive a particular share of bandwidth of the hnks or they neyer

have delay more than a certain amount of time. QoS guarantees service requirements

such as bandwidth, packet loss rate and delay. A network with these specifications is

said to support Quality of Service (QoS).

We should not confuse the QoS with cali service quality. The notion of service quality

refers to the delivery of the service in the interaction between the user and the provider,

while the QoS concerns the study of the communication services. Obviously, during

the connection of two end-users we pass through several networks. At this point, the

main issue is to allocate enough resources along the entire path. That is what we caIl

End-to-End QoS.

The delay and required QoS for each type of applications are discussed more in

details in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In this study both non-real-time and real-thne

applications are taken in account. Therefore, it is important to have a look at these two

types of applications.

2.6.1 Non-real-tirne application

Non-real-time applications let the user to have an interactive communication with a

server or one direction communication to another user or machine. Non-real-time ap

plications, named also traditional data applications, like telnet and email are not so

sensible to time. They can also be accepted and still be usable even with long delays

and throughput is the performance goal for them.
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2.6.2 Real-tirne application

Real-time applications such as voice and video allow communications between users on

a real-time basis. Time is highly critical for those applications. It does not necessary

mean that it has to be amazingly fast, it means that the tasks must be finished in a

predefined time. In the real-time applications, data become digital by an analog to

digital converter. Normally data are gathered at a specific rate, then they are placed in

a packet and wilI be sent to the destination. It is at this point that the data shonld be

played back with the appropriate rate. It seems that each part of data has a play back

time. Data is useless if it arrives after its appropriate play back time. That may hap

pen because of the delay in the network or because of possible errors and corresponding

retransmission of data.

There exist different ways of dealing with this problem. One is to buffer some amonnt

of data on receiver level. Therefore vie will always have packets waiting in the buffer to

be played back. It means that vie have added a constant offset to the play back time

of each packet, so if the packet arrives with a short delay it waits in the queue to be

played back but if it arrives with a long delay it does not wait too much in the queue.

Meanwhile, the offset time is much more critical for audio applications. It should not

pass the 300 ms (as the partners canuot wait more than that to follow the conversation)

unless the packet should be discarded. Even the real-time applications have different

sensibility to loss of the data. For example, comparing audio to FTP application, loss

of one bit may make the file completely wrong and useless.

The developed transport protocol by IETF to meet these requirements of real-time appli

cations is Real-tirne Transport Protocol (RTP), which is rather different than Transmis

sion Control Protocol (TCP) and with more functionality than User Datagram Protocol

(UDP). It has been designed so flexible to support variety of applications, and new ap

plications can be developed without revising this protocol.
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2.7 Service Classes

The services differ in their level of QoS strictness, which describes how tightly the service

can be bound by specific bandwidth, delay, jitter and loss characteristics [12].

Conversational: Conversational class is a subset of real-time applications and is

strongly delay sensitive. It is aiways between two or more persons under the form

of voice or video.

Streaming: This class of service is again a subset of real-time applications but is Iess

delay sensitive than conversational class. It is aiways between a person and a data

server. Transfer of data is from server to the user and can be either audio streaming or

video streaming.

Interactive: Interactive class is a non real-time service where the resources are re

served dynarnically. Like the streaming class it is between a person and n data server

but the connection is in two directions one from human to server (request) and the other

from server to human (answer). This class is delay sensitive as well as error sensitive.

The transfered data should not be changed under any condition.

Background: The background class, such as mail, is a non real-tirne service. It is not

at ail delay sensitive, since the sender of the request neyer asks for a rapid answer in a

fixed period of time. On the contrary, this service class is strongly error sensitive and

data integrity is an important issue.

Table 2.2 illustrates n summary of service classes specifications. Ail the mentioned

service classes are considered in the traffic instances used in the Chapter 6 in order to

test and validate the proposed model.
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Category
Characteristics Application

Conversational delay sensitive, real-time Voice, Video-conference

Streaming delay sensitive, real-time Video

Interactive error free, delay sensitive, non-real-time Web-browsing

background error free, not delay sensitive, non-real-time E-mail

TAB. 2.2: Service classes

2.8 Integrated Services

In traditional networks, point-to-point best effort delivery was done on the model of IP.

However, with the appearance of multimedia communications and real-time applications

(3G in short), best effort is not an answer due to the sensitivity of the application to

delay. In the context of a network with integrated services, different kinds of isolations

are needed. At this point, the need for an enhanced QoS (with regard to bandwidth,

packet queuing delay, routing and loss) where each individual packet asks for adequate

QoS shows itself. This is what is called Integrated Services (IntServ). This Quality of

Service architecture developed in the IETE around 1995-97 and often associated with

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). The following mechanisms are needed in order

to satisfy the QoS:

> Flow specification.

> Routing.

> Resource reservation.

> GalI Admission Gontrol.

> Packet scheduling.

2.8.1 Flow specification

While sending a packet over a best effort service. we cau just mention its destination.

However, in the IntServ the network and different data flows need to communicate more
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information in terms of traffic characteristics of the flow and specifying the quality of

service delivered to the ftow. Thus, maybe the most important component of this ar

chitecture is the flow specification calied as flow spec. This name cornes from the idea

that a set of packets of an application are referred as a flow and describes both the

characteristics of the traffic streaming and the service requirements from the network.

Describing the flows traffic characteristics is in order to give the network enougli infor

mation about the bandwidth used by the flow and to let the cali admission control take

the right decision. The bandwidth varies for different applications and even daring an

application, such as video, the bandwidth is not a flxed arnount.

In Chapter 6 the amount of required bandwidth in radio and wired links for ail kind of

applications are rnentioned in Tables 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11.

2.8.2 Routing

The decision of choosing a path from a source to a destination or destinations in case of

multi-cast is called Routing. Routing is one of the moet important aspects in the QoS

for IntServ. The most used protocols in the current networks are Open Shortest Path

First (OSPF) and Routing Information Protocol (RIP) which are based on a shortest

path strategy. The shortest path can be calculated by an arbitrary metric such as

number of links in a path. In a multi-service network, the priority of the sessions and

their requirements are different, therefore choosing the shortest path strategy selects

the shortest path for all sessions with different priorities.

According to integration of the different metrics of QoS such as delay and delay jitter

the existence of an optimal routing protocol seerns essential but on the other hand this

protocol needs to adapt itself with the instabilities in the network. Until now there is

no existhig protocol which offers a compromise between stability and the coming traffic.

In addition the problem is more complex when it reaches to “inter-domain” routing,

where we have different administration rules and different routing policies. In this case

the choice of path for a session cannot be just under the influence of its corresponding

domain.
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Another problem which affects the QoS and routing is the asymmetric routing. For

instance the path in uplink may be different from the path in downlink and the metrics

may also vary for each direction. In one it may be delay while in the other it may be

delay jitter. This affects especially the real-time applications such as video and voice.

Briefly, in QoS Routing, routing associated with QoS is a rnechanism in which the path

for a session will 5e chosen both by considering the available resources and required

QoS of a session. We will discuss more this topic in the next chapter.

In this study, for each requested session the serving path will be selected among a set

of possible paths between the source and destination of that session. In addition, the

selected path in downlink is not necessary the same which is selected in uplink. This

has been discussed more in Section 4.3.

2.8.3 Resource reservation

The existing Internet Protocol (IP) in the current networks is not reliable and provides

connectionless network layer services which causes the loss or duplication of packets and

delays in router buffers. Since this strategy is just suitable for non-real-time applica

tions, in the IntServ the reservation of network resources along the path helps to satisfy

the required QoS for real-time applications.

An example for this kind of protocol is RSVP. White [13] has studied the RSVP and

IntServ. It has been shown that RSVP can be used by end applications to select the

appropriate class and QoS level. To make a resource reservation at a node, the RSVP

communicates with calI admission control and policy control. Admission control de-

termines whether the node has sufficient available resources to supply the requested

QoS. For this reason the admission control must consider information provided by end

applications. Policy control determines whether the user has administrative permission

to make the reservation. If either check fails, the RSVP program returns an error noti

fication to the application process that originated the request.
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2.8.4 Cail Admission Control

Telecommunication networks aim to support IntServ over the low cost wireless services.

For this reason resource sharing is considered as a major issue. Considering requests

for flows with a particular level of service, the Cali Admission Control (CAC) mecha

nism, looks at the flow specification and decides if the requested service can be satisfied

with the available resources while the received QoS for previously admitted flows stay

acceptable.

In other words, CAC algorithm ensures that the QoS of each connection can be main

tained when a new connection is admitted. It decides whether a cali can be admitted

into the network based on the current traffic situation. We consider two types of CAC

for the real-time and non-real-time applications.

> Cali Admission Control in wired Iink

• Cali admission Control for Constant Bit Rate (CBR): Since CBR is used for

connections that require a constant amount of bandwidth continuously during

the connection, its call admission control is not that much complicated. A

CBR call vilI be accepted over a link if the demand bandwidth plus the

current used capacity of the link does not pass the total capacity of that link.

A call which is not accepted in the CAC process will be either routed again

via another path or rejected. There is the pœsibility in which we can delay

the cali tiIl the capacity of the link becomes available.

For CBR applications the proposed CAC policy in Section 5.4.1 is based on

this concept.

• Call admission Control for Variable Bit Rate (VBR): Cali Admission Control

for the VBR sessions is more complicated compare to CBR, since their packet

rates may be different from their average rates. One way to deal with VBR

sessions is to look at it as a CBR with its peak rate. Consequently, enough

resources will be reserved to satisfy the session. This is the most simple
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solution which reduces the efficiency. There are other proposed methods

which are described below:

1. Worst-case admission control: By using the results of scheduling policy

we guarantee the suflicient bandwidth ilmit, the worst case delay and

reduce the let rate. Therefore the resources are reserved based on worst

case scenarios. Since the worst case may seldom happens, it causes the

inefficiency in use of resources.

2. Statistical admission control: Statistical admission control scheme oh-

tains in advance the overflow probability when the new user will be

serviced. The admission is granted if this probability is lower than the

threshold which is previously set.

3. Measurement-based Admission Control: The measurement-based scheme

seeks the maximum residue network bandwidth and the average residue

network bandwidth through repeated measurements. These two ldnds

of residue bandwidths are selectively applied to the admission control

through the measurements of the packet loss rate at service time. This

method is very useful when we have no information about the traffic

source.

As it has been explained in Section 4.1.5 the proposed CAC policy for VBR

applications in this study considers an upper and lower bound for the band

width of each type of applications.

> Cail Admission Control in radio link

A control system is so essential in order to balance the load on the radio network

and guaranteeing the QoS of the existing sessions before accepting a new session.

The admission control process viii be done in BSC, since vie have access to the

information concerning the load of ceils in this level. It determines if a base station

can serve a session by calculating the radio capacity. The admission control process

should be done for both downlink and uplink directions separately: a session will

be accepted if both the uplink and downlink call admission controls are satisfled.
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In the case of soft handoif when a mobile moves from one zone to another and

being served by a new base station, the Call Admission Control process helps to

reduce the loss of session and guarantees the same QoS requirements.

Based on this concept we propose a CAC policy on the radio links in Section 4.1.5

and Section 5.4.1.

2.8.5 Packet scheduling

In an IntServ network where we need to support real-time communication services, for

the sake of QoS and a delivery delay bound for each packet, the packet scheduling plays

an essential role. The Cail Admission Control strategy also depends on the schedul

ing policy. Being more general, a scheduling policy influences the performance that a

guaranteed-service receives along the path from the source to the destination. In differ

eut policies different bandwidth will be allocated to each application. It also affects the

loss rates by considering more or less buffers for different coming sessions.

Depending on the network situation and applications requirements a scheduling policy

may concentrate 011 one of the following items [16]:

>- Easy and efficient admission control.

> Easy implementation of managing the buffers and queues. Since a packet schedul

ing policy concerns each packet it cannot be too complex.

>- Deterministic and probabilistic guaranteed-performance per session, note that the

first one needs more network resource reservation. There are four main parameters

for performance: bandwidth, delay, delay jitter and loss.

>- Protection and fairness for current and coming sessions.

There are other fundamental issues in the scheduling disciplines such as non-work

conserving or work-conserving and priority levels. A work-conserving discipline is neyer

idie when packets await service while a non-work-conserving discipline may be idle even
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when packets await service. The non-work-conserving discipline delays the packets and

wiIl make the coming traffic more predictable. Therefore, it vill reduce the delay-jitter

and the necessary buffer size but the implementation cost may be the biggest problem.

Each connection has a priority level. Packet is served from a given priority level only if

no packets exist at higher levels. Obviously, the connection with highest priority level

gets the lowest delay. Since the high level packets may aiways exist there is the possi

bility of appearance the starvation where the scheduler may neyer answer to a packet

with low level priority.

In current networks, ail packets are served on a best-effort, First-Come-First-Served

(FCFS) basis. This method is implemented using FIFO (First In First Out) queue (add

to tau, take from head) and is a work-conserving discipline. Incoming packets are in or

der in the queue and a packet will be lost when the queue is already full. The scheduler

cannot distinguish the sessions therefore the QoS requirements for each session cannot

be satisfied. Simplicity is its main advantage, 50 it is easy to implement and requires

few resources.

For the best-effort connections where we need a max-min fair allocation, General Proces

sor Sharing (GPS), a work-conserving discipline, is introduced. The packets are placed

in separate logical queues. Since GPS visits queues once in an interval, each queue

has its chance to send its packet on the network. If one queue has nothing to send,

it is skipped and the saved time is divided between other queues. This method offers

protection, but is not at ail easy to implement.

Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) is used both for best-effort and guaranteed services and

is also a work-conserving discipline. Its aim is to let several sessions share the same

link. WFQ is equivalent to Packet-by-Packet GPS (PGPS). It first computes the time

at which a packet will complete service using GPS and then serves packets in the order

of this time. The current round number and the highest per queue finish number are

two important concepts in this method. The round number is the number of rounds

of service conipieted by a bit-by-bit round robin scheduler at a given time and may

not be always an integer. By knowing the round number we can calculate the finish

nmnber. In an inactive connection the finish number of a packet is the current round
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number plus the packet size in bits, while in an active connection it is equal to the sum

of the largest finish number of a packet in its queue and the size of the packet in bits.

Comparing the last two methods a connection in WFQ can receive more services than

in GPS. In addition WFQ is fair and provides real-time performance guarantees. It

also performs well with variable size of packets and does not need to know the average

packet size in advance. On the other hand, it is complicated to implement because of

its pre-connection requirements and it also suffers from iterated deletion.

FCFS GPS WFQ WF2Q D-EDD J-EDD RC

Work-Conserving V y’ V V V - V
Non-Work-Conserving - - - -

- V V
Best-effort Service V V V V - - -

Guaranteed Service -

- V V V V V
Bandwidth -

- V V V V V
Delay Bound -

- V V V V V
Delay Jitter - - -

- V V

TAB. 2.3: Comparison table for the scheduling policies

WF2Q is called Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing with a work-conserving dis

cipline. In this method only packets who have a virtual start time that has been passed

are considered for output. It is again another approximation of GPS and has lower

delay bounds but needs even more complicated implementation compare to WFQ.

In the Delay-Earliest-Due-Date (D-EDD) scheduling which is a work-conserving dis

cipline, a deadline is assigned to each packet. It assigns scheduling deadlines so that

even with all connections at peak rate, worst-case delay in traffic descriptor is met.

Packets are served in order of their deadlines and the admission control makes sure

that all deadlines can always be met. Its advantage over WFQ is that for each session

it provides end-to-end delay bounds independent of the guaranteed bandwidth of that

session. While in a Delay-Jitter-Earliest-Due-Date (J-EDD) scheduling, which is a non

work-conserving discipline, ail packets receive the same delay at every hop except at the

last hop. In order to reduce delay jitter, ail packets receive a large delay. This rnethod
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can provide end-to-end bandwidth, delay and jitter bounds.

The last scheduling policy discussed here is Rate Controlled (RC) scheduling in which

the bandwidth, delay and delay-jitter bounds are provided. It can be a work-conserving

and non-work-conserving discipline. The packet will flrst be placed in the regulator

and after calculating their eligibility time they will be sent to scheduler. At this level

the scheduler selects among eligible packets to send over the network. The last two

methods are suitable for the real-time applications as they bound the delay jitter and

consequently the size of buffer in the destinations. On the contrary, they are both com

plex to implemeut. Table 2.3 illustrates a comparison between the meutioned scheduling

policies (for more information see [16]).

In order to calculate the queuing delay in each node we consider the WFQ scheduling

policy. This has been discussed in Section 4.4.1.



Chapter 3

Literature Review

Different methods and optirnization models have been proposed and studied for the

network dirnensioning problem. In rnost of these studies the authors aim at minimizing

the cost of services whlle providing reliable connections that satisfy as much as possible

the users of the network, i.e. the Quality of Service (QoS) constraints. As mentioned

in the previous chapter, a 3G network is a combination of a core network and a radio

network that communicate together. Hence, both core and radio networks should be

considered in the dirnensioning in order to minimize the number of equipments and

satisfy the quadity of service at the same time.

An overview of the papers studied on the core network dimensioning specially multi

service IP network and radio network dimensioning can be found in this chapter. In

most of these papers the core and radio networks are studied individually, therefore we

divide this chapter into core network dimensioning, radio network dimensioning and

core and radio network dirnensioning.
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3.1 Core network dimensioning

OSPF (Open Shortest Path first), RIP (Routing Information Protocol) and BGP (Bor

der Gateway Protocol) are called best effort routing protocols and are currently used

in Internet [14]. They use only the shortest path to the destination, while shortest

path here does not necessarily mean the path with the shortest physical distance. It

may also mean the path with the least cost or fewest hop counts. Current protocols use

single objective optimization algorithms which consider only one metric (bandwidth,

hop count, cost). Thus, ail the traffic is routed on the shortest path, even if there exist

some alternate paths. The alternate paths are not used as long as they are not the

shortest ones. The disadvantage is that it may lead to congestion on sorne links, while

some other links are not fully used.

Q oS routing is supposed to solve or avoid the problems mentioned above. It is

the process of selecting a path to be used by a flow based on QoS requirements for

multimedia applications with the efficient use of resources. Obviously, this is not an easy

task as services have different QoS constraints. When there are several feasible paths

available, the path selection can be based 011 some pohcy constraints. The motivation of

path selection is to improve the service received by users and the network dimensioning.

There are many proposed QoS-based routing algorithms which are mostly based on

the current best effort routing strategy. That is because these two routing strategies

(best effort and QoS-based routing) must be able to coexist. The routing protocols

which are currently used in Internet are Distance Vector and Link-State algorithms

[14]. While working on the QoS routing we aiways take in accoant that the new algo

rithms should be suitable for the existing Internet architecture, efficient and scalable to

a large network and easy to implement, besides not too complex in order to be efficient

in a real-time enviromnent.

We can classify the quality of service based routing algorithms into 3 strategies [17],
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[18].

1. Source Routing

In this strategy, each node has a complete information about the network topology

and the state of every link. The best path vill be calculated based on this infor

mation. This method is easy to implement and avoids dealing with distributed

computing problems. Everything is decided at the source level and routers on the

way follow the pre-defined path. Note that the information should be updated

frequently at each node.

2. Distributed Routing (hop-by-hop routing)

The path is computed in a distributed fashion. Each router only knows the next

hop toward the destination node. Control messages are exchanged among the

nodes and the information in each node helps to choose the best path. Thus,

when a packet arrives at a given node, the router sends it to the next hop. This

method is also called hop-by-hop routing. This is used by most current “best

effort” routing protocols such as RIP. It decreases the routing time as the routing

computation is distributed among ail routers on the way to destination. However,

when the routing state information in different routers is not consistent, for in

stance the information is updated in a router but not in another, it may cause

some routing loop problems.

3. Hierarchal Routing

In this strategy, groups of adjacent nodes are deflned and each group is a Iogi

cal node in the higher level group. Every node maintains an aggregated global

state, which contains the state information of ail nodes within the group and the

information about the other groups. Thus, the routing computation is shared

by many nodes. As a logical node (a group) may contain a large subnet with

complex structure, tifis may have a significant negative impact on QoS Routing.

The difficulty increases when multiple QoS constraints have to be taken in account.
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A performance comparison [17] between diffèrent studied algorithms is reported in Ta

ble 4.2, where y is the number of nodes and e is the number of links. The word “generic”

means that a routing framework is proposed, from which we can derive different QoS

constraints.

Routing Strategy Algorithm QoS Constraints Routing complexity

Source Ma-Steenkiste [19] Bandwidth Constraint 0(1)

Gurin-Orda t20] Bandwidth Constraint 0(1)

Delay Constraint 0(1)

Wang-Crowcroft [21] Bandwidth, Delay Constraint 0(1)

Chen-Nahrstedt [22] Randwidth Cost Constraint 0(1)

Distributed Cidon et al [231 Generic 0(e)

Salama at al [241 Delay Constraint, Least Cost 0(v3)

Wang-Crowcroft [211 Dandwidth Constraint 0(v)

Chen-Nahrstedt [25] Generic 0(e)

Hierarchical PNNI [26] Generic 0(v)

TAB. 3.1: Comparison table

In ail cited algorithms, a global state needs to 5e maintained at every single node. In

addition most of them have considered the routing probiem as a shortest path probiem

and tried to soive it by Dijkstra or Belirnan-Ford algorithrn.

In [27] the authors have considered network dimensioning and performance of multi

service in a 10 node network with dynamic routing. They have assigned different peak

rates to different services while each service has a fixed peak rate during the whole

session. In this study, the length of a path is limited to a maximum of 2 links, therefore

a session can 5e routed from a source to a destination either on direct path or can pass

through at most one intermediate node.
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The objective is to minimize:

where:

L Set of traffic links,

Cost of capacity unit on the traffic link L,

y Required capacity unit on traffic Iink L.

In comparison with the previous works doue on routing which were mostly on single

service cases, this is an evolution. Although, GoS and call admission control are con

sidered, the study suffers from the limitation in path length, small size of the network

and lack of QoS constraints.

Medhi and Sukhnan in [28] worked on multi-service (2 services) dynamic QoS rout

ing in a circuit communication. A peak rate allocation of bandwidth during a session

which concerns the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) sessions associated with GoS and calI ad

mission control mechanisms are considered in this paper. The bandwidth unit is called

BBU (Basic Bandwidth Unit) and the number of BBUs for each kind of connection is

named SU (Service Unit). Even in this study the restriction on at most 2 Iinks for each

path exists. In tUs paper au equitable GoS for all services is assumed, e.g., 1% blocking

for ail services.

In this model each session should go through the two followiug phases:

Call admission control phase,

>- Routing phase.

The proposed call admission control is based on the available free capacity on the direct

link if there is auy and follows a probabilistic decision scheme. Considering a calI for a

service type s arrives for the node pair j, j: this calI is then accepted (not connected
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yet) ta the network with a certain probability. If the cali is accepted in the admission

contrai phase, then it goes ta the routing phase ta determine if the cail can be actually

routed using any of the foliowing routing schemes. The admission contrai can be given

for service s e S for traffic pair j, j by the following acceptance function:

if L(i,j) t(i, j) — a(i,j) < U(i,j)

1 otherwise.

where t(i,j) is equal to the total number of BBUs on link (i,j), a(i,j) is equal

ta the number of BBUs on link (i, i) that are presently allocated ta active calis of ail

types, L(i,j) and U(i,j) are iower and upper bound, respectively, on free capacity for

probabilistic acceptance and O < P < 1. If = 1, s e S for ail traffic pairs, then

na admission contrai is in the network. Such a cail admission contrai is local and is not

based on a complete network information.

In [28] different routing schemes are studied:

1. Max available capacity routing with perfodic tipdate

for each session between each pair of source and destination, the session will be

accepted if there is enough capacity on the direct path, otherwise the first alter

native path via existing node in the routing table wili be examined. If none of

the alternative paths can serve the session, the session is blocked. The necessary

computation can be done in a centralized manner where each switch sends its

updated informations ta the centrai processor in a distributed maimer using hnk

state management ta send the residuai capacity information.

2. One-cali old routing

The idea is again ta try the direct path flrst, and only one alternative path is

stored. If the direct path is not able to serve the session the stored path wiil 5e

tried and meanwhile a new alternative path wiil be computed. The goal of this

method is to minimize the cali setup time for calis. This is done on a per cail basis
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and the information availabie from the last cali is first used for the newly coming

eau.

3. Force one-cali old routing

This method is similar to the previous one with iess computation. Some service

use one-cail for aiternate routing while others use freshly computed.

4. Probabilistic one-cali old routing

On the arriving of a session, the direct link is examined first. If the availabie

bandwidth is not sufficient on the direct link then the decision for routing this cali

xviii be made based on the information about the routes available from last eau.

Only 2 services, voice and video, are considered in a 10 node network with a fixed GoS

for ail kind of services and the routing paths have at most 2 hnks. These computations

that are proposed could be quite heavy in the case of larger networks and longer routing

paths.

In [29] the QoS requirements are limited to the number of hops (or cost-based path

requirements) and services that require bandwidth guarantee. There are three steps to

follow:

>- A set of possible paths and their storage xviii be considered.

>- This set of paths wiil be fiitered in order to provide a set of QoS acceptable paths.

The order of the routes in the set may change from most acceptable to least ac

ceptable, e.g., based on path residuai bandwidth.

>- The best path wifli be seiected among the sorted paths.
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Three types of methods are examined; in one, which supports crankback (this concept

allows a session which is in process to return to the source and try another path), the

direct path to the destination is checked first, i.e. the residuai bandwidth on the path

is evaluated. If there does not exist any direct path. another path xviii be considered.

In the other method, there is no update and the information is what it was on the

beginning. In the third method after doing the first step the whoie system tries to find

the path with the most available capacity xvhich causes a high load on the network.

It has been experienced that in a weakly loaded network with heterogeneous services,

inaccuracy in state informations can be compensated by crankback system. Aithough,

the crankback does not increase fiow setup time in a weakly loaded network it can be

a probiem in a moderate or high-ioad network therefore having exact information in

real time leads to an increase of the flow set-up time. In addition, in this study the

end-to-end deiay requirements and packet loss rate are not inciuded in the QoS routing

computation.

Jiang and Papavassiiious [39] propose an Optimal Least Weight Routing (OLWR) dy

namic aigorithm for QoS routing in high speed networks. This aigorithm chooses the

best and optimal path based on calculating the minimum weight parameters for each

available path in the set of candidates.

A uniform distribution of traffic in tire entire network has been considered in this paper.

The proposed algorithm has the following steps:

>- Traffic classification before entering the network.

>- Estimation and calculation of effective bandwidth.

>- Choosing the optimal path by considering the effective bandwidth and networks

model.

Tire performance evaluation is done using the OPNET modeling and simulation tool

and the bandwidths of ail links are assumed to be equal. Each session arrives in the

network according with a Poisson process of rate À.
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‘Vith:

b Effective bandwidth in route R for class i with h hops,

y Departure rate of class i,

À Arrivai rate of class j,

B Blocking probability of class i.

the expected revenue and the carried Ioad ( actual traffic that is accepted by the network)

are defined respectively as follows:

n bmm
Revenue = )j(1

— Bi), (3.1)
i=1

Carried load = -(1 — Bi). (3.2)

In this model the higher the class, the larger effective bandwidth it requires, therefore

This algorithm tries to prevent the acceptance of low priority sessions affect the high

priority sessions and allows routes with more available bandwidth for higher bandwidth

traffic. Within a simulation with 10 calls per second OLWR seems to have an acceptable

blocking probability of the highest traffic class but a very high blocking probability for

lower service classes.

A routing protocol which is flot constrained by weight and cari be implemented with

modifications in address prefix forwarding mechanism is studied in [31]. This protocol is

based on fiow optimization but referring to the article itself “this approach is perhaps not

realistic when it cornes to deployment in real networks.” The objective is to minimize:

f(y) = bjyj, (3.3)
t,(i,j)
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where:

Cost on the link (i,j) to the destination t,

Traffic to the destination node t routed through the link (i,j).

3.2 Radio network dimensioning

There are two main directions along which we can dimension a radio network: Area

Coverage and Demand Coverage. The first one focus on providing the best radio signal

for each location of a specifled region. This dimensioning objective has been studied in

[32] where the authors consider the minimization of the number of base stations and

their optimal geographical position with a non-linear programming model. The authors

include constraints in order to make sure whether the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR)

received by a session from the base station is snfficient for a signal to be understood

clearly. If the existing base stations are not able to satisfy the coming sessions then a

new base station will be added to tIre system.

Demand coverage approach appeared to handle the growing size of radio networks.

Therefore both capacity and needed equipments became crucial to rednce the service

cost. [33] studies snch approach and considers the density of users on a specific region.

Assmning a fix number of base stations, the objective is to maximize the proportion of

demand nodes covered by tire cells within the permitted range. The anthors introduce

the concept of a demand node that represents the center of an area that contains a

quantum of demand acconnted in a flxed number of call reqnests per unit of time. This

leads to the following formulation:

maxajyj, (3.4)
jEJ
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where:

I The set of potential positions for the base stations,

J The set of demand points,

p Number of base stations,

a Population at demand node j,

N = {If < PLI The set of positions i for the base stations while the atten

uation of signal fjj between i and the demand point j has a

value smaller than the limit value PL which ensures a signal

with enough power on the receiver.

fi if a base station is selected in position j.
zi =

O otherwise.

fi if the demand point j is covered by a base station.
Yj =

O otherwise.

with the following constraints:

XjYj jEJ, (3.5)
iEN

Xj= jEJ. (3.6)
iI

Constraint (3.5) implies that the demand node can be covered if and only if one base

station is located within the standard range. This means that if a demand point is

covered, then there is at least one base station which guarantees a minimum SIR.

Constraint (3.6) forces the nmnber of placed base stations to 5e exactly equal to p. The

coefficient a is used to consider the different priorities for different demand points. For

instance, airport can be considered as a traffic point with higher priority.

As seen above ail these studies are restricted to the selection of base stations location

and ail the base stations are assumed to give service to the traffic simultaneously. On

the other hand, the capacity of base stations are not considered explicitly. On this last

point Lee et al. in [34] worked on celI planning in radio network where two types of
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base stations existed. Some base stations are currently in service (active) and sorne are

new, ready to give the service and be active. The objective of this model is to minimize

the cost of new base stations
K1+K2

rn]fl CkZk, (3.7)
k=K11

where I is the nmnber of already existing base stations, K2 is the nmnber of added

base stations, zj, is equal to one if the BSk is selected and Ck is the cost of base station

BSk. A tabu search algorithm is used to solve this model which is formulated as an

integer linear problem. Considering the existence of 2500 Traffic Demand Area (TDAs)

in CDMA, the tabu search has been able to reduce the cost around 10 to 20 ¾. Note

that potential service area of a base station represents the TDAs that can be served

with sufficient quality by that base station.

3.3 Core network and radio network dimensioning

None of the papers studied in 3.1 and 3.2 has considered both radio and core network

dimensiolling. They have concentrated either on core or on radio network. While in

[1] dimensioning in both core and radio networks and their impacts on each other has

been studied. The objective is to minimize the used capacity of wired links in both

core and radio networks and the number of activated base stations. The soft handoif

aspect as well as Cail Admission Control (CAC), Grade of Service (GoS) and Quality

of Service (QoS) have been considered in this model. However, a static routing strategy

with choosing a random single path for each pair of origin and destination limits the

dimensioning of the core network. In radio network part, a session in soft handoif is

assumed to be served by twa base stations. Ail the potential base stations that can serve

a session are connected to a unique BSC, which is another limitation of this model. The

proposed mathematical model in the current M.Sc. is inspired from the model discussed

in [1].
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3.4 Conclusion

The real needs of multi-service 3G networks are not coiisidered in the previous studies.

In the core network, most of the works do flot consider multi-services. Moreover they

suifer from a small core network or considering just one path or maximum 2 links for

each path. These assumptions are not realistic for the 3G networks. In the models

where the multi-service has been considered, the delay constraint for Quality of Service

is not taken into account, although delay is an important issue for the real-time appli

cations.

Having a look at what has been done on the dimensioning of radio network, very

few studies have considered multi-service. Most of the studied models have only con

sidered the voice service. Some papers have focused on covered surface of cells and

the interferences. While these are interesting for the dimensioning, they do flot include

guarantees for data rates and Quality of Service for each requested session. The needs of

3G networks lead us to work more on the dimensioning tools which considers diiferent

data rates for different applications. Restricted assumptions made for the analytical

expressions of the capacity of the base stations while considering individual Quality of

Service conditions for each user are the obstacles in this direction of study.

In most of studies done on dimensioning the multi-service 3G networks the core and

radio networks are studied individually. While the most challenging part of a global

dimensioning model for the core and radio networks is to consider them together with

the bottleueck issue of the downlinks in the context of multi-service.



Chapter 4

Dimensionirrg $trategy and

Network Modeling

In the previous chapters. we presented an overview of the CDMA2000 technology for

the 3G networks and its specifications. We discussed some of the works and studies

performed on 3G networks more specifically with respect to the Quality of Service and

to Routing. The aim of the research project of this M.Sc. is to analyze the impacts

of multi-routing on the dimensioniig of a 3G network when we support multi-services.

While taiking about dimensioning, we focus on both radio access network and core

network. Our objective is to minimize the number of base stations in the radio access

network and the capacity of the wired links in both the core network and the radio

network. In this section, we present the network model, the dimensioning aspects and

the characteristics of the traffic model.

4.1 Network modeling

In the modeling of a network based on packet communication, we include a Cali Ad

mission Control (CAC) procedure and Grade of Service (GoS) conditions. CDMA2000

includes the following layers of the OSI model:
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• The physical Layer which corresponds to the 051 Physical Layer.

• The medium Access Control (MAC) which corresponds to the 051 Data Link

Layer.

• The link Access Control (LAC) which corresponds to the 051 Data Link Layer.

• The signaling, packet and data service which corresponds to the 051 Network

Layer and up.

In both the core and radio networks there are some protocols and technologies

which play key roles in dimensioning. In this model, for core network the IP and RSVP

protocols for IntServ and the WFQ schednling policy have been assnmed. In radio

network the Selective Repeat Protocol (SRP) and the concepts of CDMA are used.

4.1.1 30 network architecture

Let us recali the main features of the radio and core networks that are taken into account

in the mathematical model. Figure 4.1 snmmarizes those featnres.

> Core Network (CN):

In 3G networks, the CN part provides the links between the radio network and the

external networks. A telephony network or the Internet are examples of external

networks. A core network is defined by both a set of nodes and a set of wired

links. Nodes of the CN and their responsibilities are discussed in Section 2.3. Ail

nodes are considered “equal” in our model except for the external nodes which

play the role of destinations for sessions.

> Radio Network:

The radio network inclndes the mobile stations which play the role of origin nodes

for sessions, the base stations which are connected to BSCs (each base station

is connected to only one BSC) and a set of radio links and wired links. The
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connections between mobile stations and base stations are of radio type, while

the base stations are connected to their corresponding BSC by wired links. The

BSCs are located at the frontier of the radio network and core network and iead

the sessions to/from base stations and mobile stations to/from the destination,

which is an external node, through the internai nodes. In each BSC there is a

built-in table which contains the iist of paths to different external nodes. They

also manage the resources and handie the soft handoif process. A Radio Access

Network (RAN) is defined by a BSC and the set of base stations connected to this

BSC.

An uplink direction defines the connection of a mobile station toward an external

node and a downlink defines the connection of an external node to a mobile station.

External node

o
e
s
z
s

o
w

z

o
z
s

o

FIG. 4.1: Network model
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4.1.2 Distribution of the BSCs and base stations

Each network instance is characterized by width and length of a geographical area,

a number of BSCs, a number of potential base stations and the wired links (network

topology). We also know the number of possible sessions requested for a planning

period. First the geographical area is divided between the BSCs, therefore each one has

its own covering area. The potential base stations are uniforrnly distributed on that

area. Depending on the position of each base station we can find out its corresponding

BSC. Assuming that each base station is connected to only one BSC, the BSC associated

with a base station can be found easily. If n BS is located in the covering area of a BSC

then that one is its corresponding BSC, Figure 4.2. We cail them potential base stations

Covered area by BSC1 Covered area by BSC2
4

+ t t t ‘t. I. t t’

L L L

4L1 i

FIG. 4.2: Distribution of BSCs and BSs

as not ail of them viIl be selected in the solution schema corresponding to the niinimum

dirnensioning cost.

4.1.3 Soft handoif

As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the base stations are assurned to be uniformly distributed

and each of them is connected to a unique BSC. In this inodel, for each session we

distinguish two sets of potential base stations. One contains the base stations which
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can serve the session only in soft handoif and the other is a set of base stations which can

give service to that session both in soft handoif and non soft handoif. These selections

are based on the distance of the session from each base station. Mobile stations are

assumed to be fixed (no mobility). It means that the geographical position of the

mobile station is fixed during the life time of a session. CelI spiitting, Section 2.5.1,

has not been considered, therefore only soft handoif is modeled, not softer handoif. As

mentioned before, soft handoif can happen between two or more base stations which

are connected to the same BSC. However, we do not limit a session to one BSC. Each

potential base station for a session can be connected to a different BSC. Recali from

Section 2.5.2 in the soft handoif process that radio liuks between mobile station and

base stations work in parallel. Base stations involved in soft handoif provide the same

service for each of the flows with the same bandwidth and frame error rate. In the

uplink direction, the BSC receives the frames coming from two or more base stations in

soft handoif and chooses the best among them to send over the core network. However,

in the downlink direction the task of choosing the best frame among the frames coming

from different base stations that are involved is done at the level of the mobile stations.

The impact of soft handoif on dimensioning is not deniable. A session in soft handoif

occupies the radio capacity on more than one base station. Note that when there is

a soft handoif, the power of the signals which are sent is much weaker comparing to

those sent when there is no soft handoif. This comes from the multiplicity of the radio

links and the action of comparing the received signals in the BSC on the uplink and

in the mobile station on the downlink for choosing the best signal. Consider a mobile

station located at the end corner of the covered zone of a base station which asks for

a connection. It has to send a very powerful signal on the radio link toward the base

station in order to have an acceptable quality. However, if more than one base station

serve this session, it needs a less powerful signal to be sent for the saine quality.

Soft handoif has an impact on tl;e radio link capacity on both the downlink and uplink

directions which we call soft handoif profit. Indeed the required ratio of signal energy

per bit to noise spectral density (Eb/Nt) for a mobile station in soft handoif is less

comparing to non soft handoif. Note that a weak Eb/Nt does not let the signal to be
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correctly decoded in the receiver, Section 4.1.4.

4.1.4 Capacity of the radio links

We use the capacity formulas that are established in [5], [35] and [1]. In [5] the

formulas are based on WCDMA which use the CDMA but with a frequency bound of

5 MHz. Moreover, In CDvLk2000 the maximum ftequency bound is 1.25 MHz. The

formulas of [5] remain valid with some changes in numerical values. Moreover, in this

study we have generalized the soft handoif and allow it not only between two, but also

between three or more base stations. The rate at which the data cari be transmitted

over a given communication path, or channel, under given conditions, is referred to as

cha.nnel capacity. There is a capacity threshold that determines on whether to accept

or reject a coming session. The calculation is done in two steps: first, without taking in

account the soft handoif and second with the soft handoif profit. At this point we need

to clarify and explain some concepts for better understanding of the capacity formulas.

Radio Access Bearer (RAB)

Radio Access Bearer, RAB, is defined by two paranieters, a discrete value for the data

rate and the Frame Error Rate (FER). If we denote a RAB by T then Tt corresponds to

data rate and Tf CT corresponds to its FER. The available RABs on the radio links are

not always the saine. We may use different RABs for different types of applications.

For instance, a voice session which does not need a high data rate may use a RAB

r with low Tt but less Tfer. There exist different combinations of RABs. We use the

combinations described in Table 4.1, called RC4 according to [36].

() Ratio of signal energy per bit to noise spectral density

The ratio of signal energy per bit received at the base station to noise spectral density

per hertz , , should be powerful enough so the signal can be decoded and therefore
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Data Rate bps FER (¾)

9600 0.5,1,2,5,10

19200 0.5,1,2,5,10

38400 0.5,1,2,5,10

76800 0.5,1,2,5,10

153600 0.5,1,2,5,10

307200 0.5,1,2,5,10

TAB. 4.1: RAB combinations in RC4

understandable by the receiver. It is measured at the input of the receiver and is used

as the basic measure of the signal strength. In the uplink direction this ratio will be

checked by the base station whlle in the downlink this will be done by the mobile station.

If this ratio of the signal has a small value, then the signal decoding is not going to be

possible. Hcre noise means the sum of thermal noise power spectral density, N0, and

interferences. A value for ratio of signal energy per bit to noise is assigned to each RAB.

This ratio is equal to (Signal-to-Noise) ratio only when the bandwidth is equal to

the data rate. ratio depends on bandwidth and data rate but is independent of

bandwidth and data rate. The bit error rate for digital data is a function of . As the

bit rate increases, transmitted signal power must increase to maintain a required an

increase in data rate increases the error rate. Tue relation between this ratio and the

power of the signal can be seen in the following formula:

W
(—) =smx—

Art s,T
Tt

where srn is the ratio of signal to noise and is equal to

W is the spreading bandwidth and Tt is the data rate of selected RAB for the session s.

Attenuation factor

For each signal the attenuation corresponds to the les of energy during its propagation.

Therefore, there is aiways a difference between the power of sent and received signais.

(4.1)
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The relation between these two signais, see {35], is as follows:

p_p(hshr)2
(4.2)

where:

—
P5 : Sent Power.

—
P : Received power.

—
: The height of sender.

— hr : The height of receiver.

— d : The distance between sender and receiver.

For a session s which is being served by a base station BSo, the attenuation factor,

see [35], can 5e caiculated as foliows:

Sent Power
Attenuaton factor . . (4.3)

Received Power

From the equations (4.2) and (4.3) we have:

d4
Attenuation Factor (4.4)

In this model the attenuation factor is explicitly considered in the downlink direction.

We consider that the attenuation factor is already taken into account in the powers

received by the base station in the uphnk (P and P) direction.

Notations

The following notations are used in the caiculation of a given base station capacity.

— S : The set of sessions taken by the base station.

— W : Bandwidth value for CDMA2000.

— : () associated to a session s served by RAB r in uplink.
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— () associated to a session s served by RAB T fl downlink.

— Inter-celi interferences which is a factor ) of intra-ceil interferences.

— 8HG : The reduced factor of () when the session is in soft handoif in uplink.

- 8HG The reduced factor of () when the session is in soft handoif in down

link.

— LfUL : Limit load factor of a radio link in uplink.

—

t The assigned power to the session s by the base station.

— : The sent power to the session s by the base station.

— : Total power received by the base station sent by the mobile stations

attached to the base station.
— : Total power sent by the base station to the attached mobile station.

— t The assigned power to synchronization and control signals.

— P s Total power that a base station can send.

— s Activity coefficient of a session.

— N0 s Spectral density of the noise.

— as,O : The attenuation factor between the mobile station s and the involved base

station.

— a s The attenuation factor between the mobile station s and a near base station j.

— w : The orthogonality factor. The code are considered orthogonal to differentiate

the users.

— Ring(BSo) The set of base stations in the neighborhood of the BS0 that can serve

the mobile station. As each cell has a hexagonal shape then there are

six other base stations in the neighborhood of each base station.
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Capacity formulas in the uplink direction

The assumptious of the model are:

>- Interferences due to the cellular structure are taken into account, including both

inter and intra-celi interferences. Assume a cellular system with users sharing

the same radio baudwidth and using the same base station in each celi, each

base station receives interferences from mobiles in the home ceil called intra-ceil

interferences, and from mobiles or base stations located in the neighboring celis

called inter-celi interferences. The intensity of the traffic should be homogeneous.

>- We assume perfect power control.

>- The power allocated to access channels is not taken into account.

>- Celis are not sectorized, it means that there is only one sector per ccli.

Starting from (4.1) and the definition of ratio of signal-to-noise, the following formula

for the upiink direction is proposed by [5]:

(EbUL — W UL

— X
((1+À)P — v5PL) +WN0’

where:

—
—

vP’ is the intra-celi interferences caused by other sessions,

— is the strength of inter-ceil interferences.

Referring to the explained in the previous part. the value of (k)’ should reach

defined as follows:

W UL

X
((i+)P—vP) +WNo

(4.6)

From (4.6) we cau extract pUL as follows:

7rt(1 + À)Pj + 7.rtWNo P(W —
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pUL_ UL(1+À)PT+N0
S

rt W

Recalling that P Z v5P, we can replace JL by (4.7) and therefore we will have:

UL

Z 1

________

nUL_
S r

r — Xiv0T
i_i±v’ 7.Vs

W zL 1

_______

s +

where we have defined the load factor, ?JUL, as

1+À— 7V5

7JUL W 1 7rVs

When juL becomes close to 1, the approaches to infinity therefore 7]UL should be

always less than 1.

The load factor plays a significant role in the capacity formula. We check that the sum

of radio capacity of the sessions which are being served by a base station do not exceed

the load factor. For this reason the authors of [Sj suggest a limit up to 60 % of the

capacity load on the WCDMA for UMTS. Using this liniit on the load in the upliuk

direction, LFUL, we satisfy:

l+Àz
1

<LFUL. (4.8)

According to (4.8) we have

LFUL X > Z ‘
(4.9)

n W

where LFUL X defines the maximum capacity on uplink direction and

is the contribution of each session on the capacity.

In the soft handoif case the minimum value of a signal, in order to be interpreted

in the base station, reduces. This reduction will be called soft handoif profit and we
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denote this profit by SHGJL for the uplink direction. The contribution of each session,

taking in account the soft handoif profit, is equal to:

SHGUL7v5

SHG7v ( . )
w

Capacity formulas in downlink direction

The assumptions of the model for the downlink direction are:

>- We assume perfect power control.

>- Both inter-ceil and intra-ceil are taken into account.

>- The traffic distribution is hornogeneous.

>- The attenuation is based on double reception of the signal, one is the signal which

pass through the direct path from the sender to receiver and the other is the

ground reflection.

>- Cells are not sectorized.

In the downlink the inter-celI and intra-celi interferences are defined by
P—v5P

and

Z s-’-, therefore as for the uplink direction according to the formula (4.1) and
jcRing(Bso)

the definition of ratio of signal-to-noise we have:
pDL 1

EÔDL W
(—) = x UL . (4.11)s,r rt wxPT:+ z

jcRing(Bso)
‘

As explained before a signal sent by a session s to a base station can reach the mobile

station only if the () of the signal received by mobile station is large enough.

Referring to (4.1.4), let us assume that will be equal to this value. Therefore we

have:

w
—

— X
PUL_v flL DL (4.12)

wx Ta.5 + Z +11’17d
jERing(uso)
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As the total power sent by the base station to the attached mobile station (P) is

equal to the sum of the sent power by the base station to the accepted sessions plus the

control and synchronization signal powers (P0) we have:

pL P’ + (4.13)
scS

We extract P from the (4.12) formula and replace it in (4.13), then P is:

P0t + WN0 Z
pIN. = sES rt

WV7,.

(4.14)
(+

‘ç- iERi’y(BS0)
I

— DL

sES S7

As for the uplink direction, we can define the downlink load factor as:
DL(w+ Z )v575,T

‘ç—’ iERing(Bso)
?7DL

= L_d L DL
sES Tt

W

vVhen DL gets close to 1, the system becomes instable and P approaches infinity.

However, the total power which can be sent by a base station in the downlink direction

to difièrent mobile stations (P’) should be smaller than the total power that a base

station can send (PBS). Therefore < Ps and from (4.14), we deduce:

N0a3,o+( Z 4+w)

x
iRing(BSQ)

Ps
—

Pcont. (4.15)
sES

The inequality (4.15) is used to accept or reject a session on the radio link in the

downlink direction, and the contribution of each session s in radio link capacity is:

N0a5,o+( Z °+w)

yV5 X
yDLv; ‘

. (4.16)

+

As for the uplink direction, the minimum power of a signal, in order to be interpreted,

would be reduced in soft handoif cases. We denote this reduction by SHG’ as soft

handoif profit factor in downlink. Therefore the contribution of a session in soft handoif

case in radio link capacity turns to:
p. ao

Noaso+-( Z -+w)

SHGL7vs iRing(BSo)
. (4.17)

More detailed explanations can be found in [5], [351 and [37].
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4.1.5 Cali Admission Control

Telecommunication networks aim to support integrated services over the low cost vire

less services. For this reasou resoirce sharing is considered as a major issue. Cali

Admission Control (CAC) strategies are used to limit the number of sessious for reduc

ing congestion and cali dropping, as well as satisfying the required Quality of Service

(QoS). In other words, CAC algorithm ensures that the QoS of each coimection can

be maintained when a new connection is accepted. It decides whether a cal1 can be

accepted into the network based on the current traffic situation. We consider two types

of cali admission control for the real-time and non-real-time applications.

An end to end cail admission aigorithm is proposed in which the bandwidth of the flow

is constant in the radio hnk and wired link parts of network during the life of a session.

This algorithm makes its decision based on available resources on both wired links and

radio links. If the needs of a session can be satisfied then the resources will be reserved

on the link between the base station and the BSC and ail the way on the path to the

destination.

For each session s we consider a set of possible paths that can serve the session from the

source to the destination which is an external node. The process of generating the set

of possible paths is explained in Section 4.3. The available resources vill be tested on

both wired links and radio links in the two directions. If we consider p as the requested

bandwidth for the session s, therefore for each possible path the residual baudwidth

on each link of the path should be greater than p. We also make sure that for each

direction (UL/DL) only and only one path among the paths in the set of possible paths

will be selected. However, the chosen paths for uplink and downlink can be the saine

or may be different.

On the radio link the result of the test is positive if a base station can take care of the

session without violating its available power and stili being able to decode the signal.

Note that in the VBR case which are non-real-time applications, ive have an upper and

lower bound for the requested bandwidth on both radio links and wired links. There

fore, the residual bandwidth should be smaller or equal to upper bound and greater or
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equal to lower bound. These inequalities turn to equalities in CBR cases. Ail these test

will be donc for cadi session in radio links and wired hnks in both downhnk and uplink

directions.

Accepting and rejecting decision for a session

As mentioned before, for each session, the above tests shonid be done. A session may

be accepted if the resuit of ail the tests become positive, bnt it does not gnarantee that

the session will be accepted for snre. It depends at last on the GoS. The optimization

procednre is global and it chooses certain sessions to be accepted. Therefore, if there

exists another session with higher priority we may deny one with lower priority which

bas also positive resuits for the calI admission control tests.

•The number of rejected sessions should not go over a hmit. Tus is the snbject that vie

discuss under Grade of Service (GoS). The amonnt of GoS is defined for each (applica

tion, priority). The dimensioning procedure shonld also satisfy the qnality of service of

accepted sessions.

4.2 Traffic modeling

As 3G network promises to snpport varions kinds of sevice classes, see Section 2.7, we

are going to consider different types of applications, both real-time and non-real-time

categories. We use a Constant Bit Rate (CBR) for real-time applications. It means that

a real-time session has always the same constant bandwidth. Variable Bit Rate (VBR)

is defined for non-real-time applications, with upper and lower bonnds on the possible

bandwidth.

In this traffic model, both interactive and non interactive applications are discussed.

Recall that the interactive applications are the ones with boti uplink and downlink

directions since the source and destination interact simultaneously. Voice, videophone

and web browsing are examples of this kind of application. On the other hand, mail and
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video streaming are non iterative since there is only in one direction at a time. Note

that sessions corresponding to video streaming applications exist only in the down]ink

direction but mail sessions can be either in the uplink or in the downlink direction.

Another parameter considered in this traffic model is symmetric or asymmetric flows.

A flow is called symmetric when it bas the same bandwidth in both directions: voice

and videophone flows have this characteristic. For web browsing sessions, however, the

bandwidth of the flow on the uplink and downlink are not the same and are therefore

asymmetric flows. As an example, the request for downloading a page which happens in

uplink direction (from a mobile user to a server) needs less bandwidth and is much faster

comparing to process of downloading the page that takes place in downlink direction

(from server to mobile user). Table 4.2 describes the applications taken into account in

our mathematical model.

Some new notations are used: the High and Low parameters define the level of requested

Application Category Class Bit Rate Priority Flow

Voice Beal-time Conversational CBR Gold/Silver UL/DL

Interactive

Symmetric

Videophone Real-time Conversational CBR Gold/Silver UL/DL

Interactive

High/Low Symmetric

Vfdeo Streaming Beal-time Streaming CBR Gold/Silver DL

High/Low Non interactive

Web Browsing Non-real-time Interactive VBR, Gold/Silver DL or UL

Interactive

High/Low Asymmetric

Mail Non-real-time background VBR Gold/Silver DL or UL Non

Non interactive

High/Low Symmetric

TAB. 4.2: Applications in the traffic model

QoS. This mainly concerns the bandwidth and the delay of each application. For an

application such as video streaming in the High case we need to assign more bandwidth

and ]ess delay coniparing to the same application in the Low case. Therefore, the
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network supports with a higher priority the sessions with a High specification as their

requested QoS are more sensible in terms of bandwidth and delay.

Each session is assumed to have a priority, GoÏd or Silver. This has also an effect on the

acceptance or rejection of a session. It means that the chance of rejecting of a session

with Gold priority is less than the same type of session with Silver priority.

4.2.1 Generation of sessions

A session concerns a connection between a mobile user and an external node which is a

fixed node in the external network. The number of requcsted sessions are known from

the beginning of the simulation time, 50 the traffic can be placed on the dimensioning

surface. The sessions of the same type and beginning period time, will be placed uni

formly on the geographical surface. Accord ing to the position of each session we define a

set of potential base stations for each session. This set is divided into two subsets. One

which can serve the session oniy in non soft handoif and the other which can serve the

session both in non soft handoif and soft handoif. The optimization procedure makes

sure that if ah constraints are satisfied one or more base stations can take care of a

session from its set of potential base stations.

The corresponding BSC for each session is not predefined. For each individual ses

sion, we may have different possible paths through different BSC, see Section 4.3. The

traffic load varies during different periods of a day. In one period we may have more

voice sessions while in another, more web browsing sessions are requested. Some pe

riods are very quiet (during the night) while other periods may be highly loaded (in

the afternoon). That is why the planning time is divided into periods and each ses

sion covers a given number of periods of the planning periods. The duration of some

sessions, such as mail, is short while others such as web browsing, can be longer. For

example in Figure 4.3 the planning time is divided into seven periods and is equal to

P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7.

We assume that the beginning and the finish time of each session coincide with those of

the periods, Figure 4.3. It means that the mathematical model reserves the resources
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Session 2

Video strearning

P

during the whole period if a session is accepted even if it has not started from the be

ginning of that period.

In the traffic model the number of sessions, their durations and their beginnings are

a.ssumed to be known. For instance, we know that the first session which is a voice

needs to be served from the first period during 2 periods while the second session which

is a video streaming starts at the second period and lasts for 4 periods. Here the an

ticipative cail admission control test helps to do the network dimensioning task. If the

reservation of resources can be done successfully in both wired and radio links during

the ilfe tirne of a session, the session is accepted.

Flow generation and their bandwidth for each session

As shown in Figure 4.4 different flows are engaged while a session is requested. The

number of flows depend on the type of the session, interactive or non interactive. In

Session 1

Veine

P7

Session 3

Video phone

Session 4

Web browsing

SessionS

Moit

FIG. 4.3: Temporal sequencing
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Core Network

Radio Network

t
FIG. 4.4: Flows

general we can divide the flows into two classes:

>- ftow from mobile station to external node named uplink, f.

flow from external node to mobile station named downlink, JDL.

Each interactive session, such as voice, would have both classes of flow but non interac

tive sessions, such as mail, would have eithcr uplink or downlink classes of flows. Both

of these classes are divided again into two different types of flow:

o

Server

FL WF

SoIeod pJh

FOL WL

For rr-
0o1odd 00m

Server

F UL Wi

For Ih:a
aOiodad polir

FOL Va1

00Oad poli

Mobile station
Not In soft handoif

Mobile station
In soft handoif
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> uplink flow in wired links, fULwL.

» downlink flow in wired links, fDLWL

uplink flow in radio links, fuLL.

> downlink flow in radio links, fDLL.

We now discuss the assigned bandwidth to each flow of a session. As mentioned before

there are two different types of applications, CBR and VBR, based on die bit rate of

the session during its life time. We discuss the bandwidth of flows in each type one after

the other.

> CBR Applications:

This is the simple case, since the bandwidth on the wired and radio links are

aiways the sanie. For each CBR session there are the set of RABs with the same

bandwidth but differeut Frame Error Rates (FER). The model will choose one of

the sets, based on the priority of the session. The lower the FER, the better to

be chosen for higher priority sessions. It has also the impact on the Quality of

Service as it has an influence on the transmission delay on the radio links.

It seems that this process is not that much complicated as the optimization model

;vilI choose the determined bandwidth with a proper FER.

>‘ VBR Applications:

In the Variable Bit Rate applications the stream is not fix, that is, sometimes the

required bandwidth is low and other times it is high. There are also variable band

widths on the wired and radio links. However, for each flow the maximum (upper

bound) and the minimum (lower bound) of the bandwidth are flxed. Therefore

the optimization model chooses a bandwidth between the lower and upper bounds

on wired links and a RAB among the set of possible RABs for radio links.
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In addition to this specification we propose some relations between the bandwidth

on wired links and radio links.

On uplink direction, the bandwidth on the wired Jinks JULwL are greater or

equal to the bandwidth on the radio links fuLL means Data Rate[f1 WLJ

Data Rate {JUL.RL].

On downlink direction, the bandwidth on the radio links fDLRL are greater or

equal to the bandwidth on the wired links JDLwL means Data Rate[fDL..I]

Data Rate [fDLwL].

These rules prevent the accumulation of the packets at the base stations level.

The second rule mentions that in the downlink, fDLwL should be smaller than

fDLL. In order to prevent choosing a very small value for foLwL we propose a

set of discrete values for each RAB r in radio links named R(rt). It means that

for each selected RAB r for the flow on radio link on downlink direction then the

bandwidth on wired link should not be less than a certain value. Table 4.3 shows

the value of R.(rt) for each debit of RAB r. For simplicity we show these rules as

Radio Core

RAB throughput FER Rrt)

9.6 kbps 1% , 2% -

19.2 kbps 5% 10% 10 kbps

38.4 kbps 1%, 5% 10% 20 kbps

76.8 1% , 5% 10% 40 kpb

153.6 kbps 1% 5% 10% 80 kpbs

307.2 kbps 5% , 10% 160 kpbs

TAB. 4.3: Table of values for R.(rt).

the following inequalities:

Data RatefuLeL1 > Data Rate[JULRL] (4.18)

Data Rate[fDL.RL] Data Rate[fDLL] (4.19)
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Data Rate[fDLL] R(r) when Data Rate[fDLLÏ rt (4.20)

4.3 Routing

First of ail we should clarify the concept of a path or a route in this mathernatical

model. A route or a path (we may use one of these words in ail the thesis) is a set of

wired links between a BSC and an external node. Ail the external nodes are mentioned

in the network architecture file as well as the possible paths from each BSC to each

external node. On the BSC level, there is a routing table which gives us the possible

routes to the destination of a session.

The next step is the selection of the list of potential paths arnong the existing paths

which are destined to the selected external node. For this reason, we have to find out

which BSC or BSCs can support the session. Each session has a mother-BSC. The

mother-BSC for each session is the BSC which covers its geographical position. There

fore ail the paths in the mother-BSC routing table which go to the destination of that

session can be taken as potential paths. Now we check if there is another BSC which

can serve the session rather than its rnother-BSC. For this reason, we first find the

potential base stations who can give service to this session in both soft handoif and

non-soft handoif. This is based on the location of the session and the distance between

the session and the base stations. At this point we check the responsible BSC for each

potential base station. If ail the base stations are connected to the rnother-BSC of that

session ( for instance BSC=1), then it means that only the paths which pass through

BSCrr1 to the destination can be in the set of potential paths, see Figure 4.5. On the

other hand, if there are potential base stations which are connected to a different BSC

other than the mother-BSC then the paths which go to the destination and pass that

BSC, will be added to the list of possible paths for that session, see Figure 4.6.

There is a sorting procedure that sorts the set of routes. If the selected routes are with

different lengths we sort the set from the shortest to the longest. Shortest means the

path with less number of links. This means that the shortest path is aiways at the head

of the set. Note that the first path wilI be always the one which passes the rnother-BSC.
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Possible paths f A, B}
Mother BSC : BSC 1

FIG. 4.5: Selection of paths I

Then, the next step concerns paths with the same lengths. The position of these routes

in the set will be chosen randomly.

Consequently, for each individual session we determine a set of possible routes, among

ail the routes, concerning the destination and the position of the session. With this

routing strategy first the unreiated routes can be avoided to be taken in account in the

mathematical model. Second, considering a set of possibie paths that may be able to

fuifihi the QoS constraints is much more reahstic than considering just the shortest path

or a random path.

The hop by hop IP packet mechanism, for real-time applications, which is currently

used 011 the Internet is simple and scalabie. It leads to the success of Internet but is not

enough to provide QoS. Therefore, it is not suitabie for the services in the new genera

tion of networks. Whiie the proposed modei in this thesis fits in 3G and 4G networks.

In this study once a path is seiected to serve a session it stays the same during the

t 1•
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t t

t t t t t
M

z z zz z
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Fic. 4.6: Selection of paths II

life of the session. Our reasoning is based on satisfying the demands on 3G networks.

Considering the services which asks for high bandwidth and QoS checking requirements

and RSVP informations, hop by hop processing, makes each router a bottleneck and

violates the QoS. That is the reaon that we have mainly focused on the routing on the

same path from the source to the destination.

4.4 Delay

As mentioned in Table 2.2 each type of applications has different sensibilities to delay.

The delay is critical for the real-time applications: they provide an action or an answer

to an external event in a time with predictable mailler. It means that the packets

A

t t t

T

t :
t t

Possible paths { A, B, C}
Mother BSC : BSC 1
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should get to the destination with a short delay of time after they leave the source.

There is no retransmission in the case of error and a packet with error is discarded.

On the other hand, for the non-real-time applications the integrity of data is much

more important than the arrivai time. Actually in the mail, for example, the sender

does not expect any answer back sooner than a certain time, but he does not accept

any alter in his mail. Therefore, these kinds of applications are not delay sensitive but

error sensitive. In addition the rejected or errored packets can be retransmitted over

the network. Note that the retransmission delay on the wired links are negligible and

we have not considered them in the model.

The delay is going to be considered for the radio links and wired links, and each of them

has its own specifications. On both parts, the delay on uplink (D) and downlink (Dv)

directions would be studied. It means that the delay in the uplink is equal to the sum

of delays both in wired Iinks and radio links in the uplink direction. The same concept

applics for the downlink as well. The maximum transmission delay is considered and

therefore the minimum bandwidths are imposed for different flows. As the bandwidth

is fixed for the CBR applications, delay constraint is taken in account only for the VBR

applications in which the procedure chooses a bandwidth for the flow of each session.

4.4.1 Delay on wired link part

Delay on the wired link is the sum of transmission delay, propagation delay, queuing

delay corresponding to the WFQ policy and delay on the routers (treatment delay) in

both directions.

We can summarize this explanation in the two following formulas:

— Dtn5 I proPag I -queuing
tif ULWL

— fUL_WL t t fUL_WL 1

— ntrans nPrPaY i ntreat queuing
LJJDLWL — L)fDLWL t LJfDLWL r Jif DL_wL r J_JfDLWL

— Transmission delay:

This delay concerns the time that takes a packet to go to a defined destination
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from a defined source. The transmission delay between two nodes is generally

calculated by the following formulas in downlink and uplink:

trans
— size of DL packet

DfDL_WL —

handwidth

tTans
— size of UL packet

DfULWC —

bandwidth

where we consider a fixed size of packet for each application.

Since, in downlink the minimum data rate on the cabled links is the 7?(rt) and

a packet may pass through several intermediate nodes to reach to the destined

node, the transmission delay formula in downlink direction can be changed to:

max—trans

__

size of DL packet
DfDLWL

—
mf X , (4.22)

where mfDL is the number of links on the downlink selected path between the source

and destination nodes. While in the uplink direction the minimum bandwidth on

the wired link has the value of the bandwidth of r and if we consider m as

the number of links of the selected path in this direction we would have:

max—trans — size of UL packet
D1DLW.

— mfUL x . (4.23)

— Propagation delay:

This delay concerns the propagation delay of hits on the links. It depends on the

distance between each node and the speed of light:

DPTOPa9
— distance between two nodes

fWL
— speed of light

Like the previous section if we consider the number of links between each source

and destination nodes in downlirik as mfDL, and in uplink as mfUL with an average

propagation time for each link, we would have:

mfDL x propagation time/link, (4.24)

prapag . .

DfULWL
= mfuc x propagation t;me/link. (4.25)
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— Treatment delay:

When a packet leaves a source node toward a destination node it passes through

intermediate nodes which we cail routers. The error detection, correction and

routing procedure to the next node would take place on the level of each router.

Obviously, this would cause the treatment delay. Since this delay would not occur

in the source node, we can again use the mfDL as the number of intermediate nodes

in downlink and mfUL as the number of intermediate nodes in uplink direction.

x treatment time/router, (4.26)

= X treatment time/router. (4.27)

— Queuing delay:

Packet-by-packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) is the name given to the

method for computing the queuing delay bound in integrated services under WFQ

scheduling policy. The packets are queued in each router on the path which goes

to the destination. Thanks to the [38] with the PGPS when the RPPS (Rate

Proportional Processor Sharing) discipline is used, there exists a maximum limit

on the queuing delay from the source to the destination where we put a leaky

bucket (Appendix A) on the entrance node to wired link part for each session.

Leaky bucket allows the separation of delays to delay in leaky bucket and delay

in the network. [38], [39] have concentrated on providing performance guarantees

on throughput and worst case packet delay in single node case and multiple nodes

case. This delay can be calculated by = +(k—1)L where k is the number of

nodes on the path excluding the destination node ((k—1) is equal to the number of

links on the path plus the link between base station and its corresponding BSC),

L is the size of the packet, p is the data rate of the source and u is the maximal

number of packets which can be in the leaky bucket. Now, we can adopt the

formulas below for uplink and downlink directions:

qtieuing — u + mfDL X size of packet
DfDLWL — , (4.28)

p

ueuin — u+mfUL x size of packet
ÇUL..WL —

. 4. 9
p
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The mobile user does not want to wait. When it asks for a session, that session can

be accepted or rejected (the blocking rate in GoS). On the other hand, in the uplink

direction, in order to prevent the accumulation on the base stations, the bandwidths

in wired links are greater than the bandwidths in radio links, formula (4.18). We also

reserve the maximum bandwidth on the wired link as the bandwidth of the RAB reaches

the base station has the maximum amount. It is the leaky bucket, in which the token

rate is equal to bandwidth of the RAB and the bucket size is zero. Therefore, we

conclude that there is no need to have the delay on uplink direction and we would

concentrate just on the downlink direction.

While, in downlink direction where the leaky buckets are placed on the access nodes,

source sends the IP packets to the bucket. Therefore the queuing delay will not be equal

to zero and the maximum limit of delay will be used.

D quezzing
-

*
fDL..WL —

Replacing the appropriate fornmias in (4.2 1) leads us to:

DfDLWL <D%[t +
oPa

+ +
u + fDL x size of packet

(4.30)

4.4.2 Delay on radio link part

The duration of a frame in CDMA2000 is equal to 20 rus (0.2 s) therefore the number

of bits in a frame is: 0.2 x data rate of RAB ( since the data rate of RAB is bit per

second). If we consider the NryL and NrDL as the number of frames per packet with the

data rate of r and r’ on uplink and downlink directions we have:

NrUL
= 8 x size of packet (byte),

(4.31)
frame duration x

8 x size of packet (byte)
NrDL

frame duration x r
(4.32)

When a frame is lost or there is an error in that frame we use the Selective Repeat

Protocol (SRP), see Appendix B, as the retransmission of the frame on the radio link.
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The probability of an error on the frame depends on Frarne Error Rate (FER) and the

selected RAB. The transmission delay of a frame when at least three retransmissions

are needed is given on Table 4.4. Ail the calculations are available in Appendix B:

FER

0.5% 101.01 ms

1% 102 ms

2% 104.11 ms

5% 110.6$ ms

10% 122.78 iris

TAB. 4.4: Radio transmission delay of a frame

Since the transmission delay of an IP packet is equal to the smn of the transmission

delay of ail its frames we conclude:

D
r îr r—radio—transmission
fUC..RC = JV1.1L X

rr r..r radzo—tTansmisswn
J-JfDLRL = IVrDC X

TFER

4.5 Dimensioning strategy

For each simulation the number of sessions, potential base stations, BSCs and network

topology are known from the beginning. The distribution of the sessions, B$Cs and

potential base stations are discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.1.2. The proposed strategy

does not let a base station serves a session which is situated far from it. It also does

not accept a base station in soft handoif when it is placed so close to the session.

The optimization procedure is global and considers ail the periods at the same time for

accepting or rejecting a session. It makes sure that even for the loaded traffics we will

have a solution. Each serving base station that even take charge of one session will be

added to the list of activated base stations. The optimization procedure also looks for
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FIG. 4.7: Dimensioning procedure

the best path among the set of possiNe paths, Section 4.3, in order to minimize the

capacity on the wired links. The selected paths for the uplink and downlink direction

of a session are not necessarily the same. However, in each direction the selected path

stays the sarne, during the life time of a session. The dimensioning strategy is illustrated

in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.

The objective of the dimensioning includes both the wired links and radio links

parts:
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(Exi ) (Ex2 i3)

7Z

Fic. 4.8: The resuit of dimensioning

> Wired links:

‘Ne try to minimise the used capacity in the wired llnks by choosing the best

path among the set of possible paths. Therefore, at the end of the optimisation

procedure the maxinmm capacity used in each wired link to serve the mobile

stations will be its optimal value. Talking about wired links, we mean the links

in core network and the links between the base stations and their corresponding

BSC in radio network. Depending on the chosen path to the destination for each

session and the type of that session the model finds out the capacity on the links.

The network architecture is known from the beginning of the simulation.

> Radio links:

‘Ne try to minimise the number of activated base stations during the planning

time iu the optimisation process. This is a critical issue as the base stations are so

expensive to be used without enough studies before their installation. At the end

of the optimisation the number of activated base stations and their geographical

positions wlll be revealed. The procedure chooses the ones which can serve the

mobile stations and respect the Quality of Service and Grade of Service. Note that,

the maximum number of potential base stations and their geographical positions
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are known form the beginning of the simulation. Once a base station serves one

session it will be added to the activated base stations list. For each session, the

serving base station will be determined by the capacity formulas in radio links.



Chapter 5

Mathematical Model

This chapter is devoted to a detailed description of the mathematical model that we

have developed for the dimensioning of 3G networks. We started from the mathematical

model proposed in the M.Sc. of C. Voisin published in [1]. We then made several im

provernents to this model and generalized it for muiti-routing strategies. In addition to

the generalization, other modifications have been made in order to improve the original

model in [1]. The improvements help to rernove sorne assumptions made in [1] in order

to make the model much more realistic.

) Soft handoif between more than two base stations.

> The potential base stations which can serve a session may be connected to different

base station controllers.

> Quality of service constraints: Selection of RAB in radio link.

In the generalized and improved model developed in this thesis we have tried to

reduce the addition of new binary variables as much as possible and keep the model

linear. We also attempted as much as possible to keep the model at the same level

of complexity even if we are considering multi-routing. The new constraints and the
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constraints which have been modified comparing to [1] are identified by “‘“ in Section

5.6.

5.1 Notations

5.1.1 General notations

s a session,

S a set of sessions,

f a flow,

F a set of flows,

F’’ a set of flows on the wired links in uplink direction,

pDL_WL a set of flows on the wired links in downlink direction,

FUr a set of flows on the radio links in uplink direction,

fDLRL a set of fiows on the radio links in downlink direction,

P set of priority for the users,

A set of different applications,

51) set of sessions with priority p,

set of sessions of application a,

5CBR set of sessions of CBR applications,

S’ set of sessions of VBR applications,

H set of periods of tirne,

h a period.
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5.1.2 Wired link pararneters

m number of wired Iinks in the core network,

m nurnber of links in the path y,

dr length of Iink e in the core network,

dBS length of link £ which connects the base station j to its BSC,

K number of existing base station controller (BSC),

U maximum number of base stations participating in the soft handoif.

5.1.3 Routing parameters

y potential path in core network i.e. a path between a BSC and a desti

nation node defined as a set of links,

the set of potential paths for flow f connecting the external node of the

session to the BSCk.

This set can be different for uplink and downlink. ‘Ne also define:

Vf=U4. (5.1)

r 1 if session s exists Wring period h.
=

O otherwise.

if link I belongs to path y

mi = j
O otherwise.

1 if BS belongs to the set of potential base stations that can carry flow

biq f during period h

O otherwise.
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5.1.4 Session pararneters

F8 set of ail the four flows described beiow,

fULWL flow on the wired links in the uplink direction for the session s,

flow on the wired links in the downlink direction for the session s,

fULJtL flow on the radio links in the uplink direction for the session s,

fDLJ{L flow on the radio links in the downlink direction for the session s,

p1 maximum baudwidth for flow f on the wired links when session is VBR,

p1 minimum bandwidth for flow f on the wired links when session is VBR,

t1 maximum bandwidth for flow f on the radio iinks when session is VBR,

t1 minimum bandwidth for flow f on the radio links when session is VBR,

pj declared bandwidth for the flow f on the wired links when session is CBR,

t1 declared bandwidth for the flow f on the radio links when session is CBR,

maximum end to end transfer delay in downlink of a packet with the

flow

maximum transmission delay in downlink of a packet with the flow
DLWL when the RAB r is selected,

maximum propagation delay for a packet with flow fDL.WL

maximmn treatment delay for a packet with flow fDLWL

maximum size of a packet with the flow f,

T, set of possible RABs for a session of application a with priority p in

uphnk direction in the radio network,

T set of possible RABs for a session of application a with priority p in

downlink direction in the radio network,

set of possible RABs for session s in uphnk direction (T

set of possible RABs for session s in downhnk direction (T°’ ç
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L set of potential base stations which can give service to the session s in

soft handoif and non soft handoif,

set of the potential base stations which can give service to session s on

soft handoif (L Lv),

NBsk set of potential base stations connected to the BSCk,

I( set of BSCs which their corresponding BSs can serve the session in soft

handoif or non soft handoif,

K set of BSCs which their corresponding BSs can serve the session just in

soft handoif.

Quality and grade of service parameters

Br0, blocking rate for flows of application a with priority p,

Quality of Service coefficient for sessions of application a and priorityp

and served with RAB r on the uplink,

Quality of Service coefficient for sessions of application a and priority p

and served with RAB r on the downlink.

5.2 Definition of the variables

• bandwidth of flow f on path y

XJULWL bandwidth of flow for the uplink of wired links on the path y.

bandwidth of flow for the downlink of wired links on the path y.

• : bandwidth of flow f in Radio Links.

XfULRL bandwidth of flow for the uplink of Radio Link network.

XfDLRL = bandwidth of flow for the downlink of Radio Link network.

• :bandwidth of flow f (E F”) on the link between the base-station BS

and its corresponding BSC in the radio network.
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1 if the base station j and the RAB r are selected for the flow

• irf = f of session s.

O otherwise.

[1 if the be station i has been selected at least once to serve a session.
• y3S

10 otherwise.

f 1 if path y is chosen for flow
•

10 otherwise.

fi if path y is chosen for flow fDLwL.

• =

10 otherwise.

fi if ail flows f f5 are satisfied
• Ys

O otherwise.

1 if session s is served by a n-way soft handoif with the rab r

• = for f C fRL

O otherwise.

1 if session s is served by base station j, in a n-way soft handoif

• Wjrfn = with the RAB r for f E F

O otherwise.

• Ce the continuous variable for the capacity of the wired link £ in the core

network.

• : the continuous variable for the capacity of the wired iink £ which con

nects the base station j to its corresponding BSC.
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5.3 Objective function

The objective ofdimensioning is to minimize the resources. In our case resources contain

capacity of the wired links £ in the coTe network, capacity of the wired links

aiid the number of base stations BS in the radio network. We assume the capacity

costs to be proportional to the capacities and lengths (denoted dt) of the wired links.

Therefore, the objective can be written as

m

min d C + w dCB. +

where w is the cost of a link per unit of bandwidth and per unit of length, and ws is

the cost of one base station.

5.4 Constrairits

5.4.1 Cali Admission Control

For each session s there exists a set of flows F = {J-, fuLRL, foLwL fDLRL} asso

ciated with that session which shows the flow in the core network and radio network.

There is also a set of possible paths V5{VjuLwL, VffLwL} which can serve the session

from the source to the destination. Each path is a set of links from a BSC to the desti

nation which is an external node.

>- Real-time sessions (CBR):

• On wired links:

XuLwL = vf-
PfULWL y e VfuLwL, (5.2)

XDLwL 3vf’
pfDLWL V C VJDLWL. (5.3)
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• On radio links:

XfULRL Ys tfUL..RL, (5.4)

XfRL
— Ys tfDLRL. (5.5)

»- Non-real-time sessions (VBR):

• On wired links:

/vfW1 pL < XucwL < /3VfULWL 5fucwI V é Vficw1, (5.6)

3vf PfDLWL < Xcwc vf-” PfDLWI V ê VfDLwL. (5.7)

• On radio links:

Ys fULRC < XfULRL < tfULRC, (5.8)

Ys tfDLH < XfDCRL Ys tfDLRL. (5.9)

The two following constraints irnply that for each accepted session just one path can

be selected.

vf’- = (5.10)
Vc VfuLwc

Ys (5.11)
VEVfDLWL

It is obvious that the constraints (5.2), (5.3), (5.6) and (5.7) force a variable to 0,

when the path y is not selected. Therefore the Ys and other variables corresponding to

the flows vi11 become equal to O as well and the session cannot be accepted. It means

that a session can be accepted if and only if the uplink and downlink flows both in core

and radio networks are aecepted. In this case the assigned bandwidths to these flows

respect the lower and upper bounds.
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On the other hand, for a given direction (uplink or downlink) if none of the paths

couid be selected among the set of possible paths to a determined destination, then

Z t3vfwc = 0. Referriig to (5.10) and (5.11) consequently the Ys will be equal
vc VfucwL

to zero. That causes the variables XJULWL or XLWL to be equal to zero too.

In addition as mentioned above, according to the constraints (5.2), (5.3), (5.6) and

(5.7) for each session toward a destination only one path can be chosen among the set

of candidate paths, therefore the variables xuVL and XDLWL of the other paths (which

are not selected) will 5e autornatically equal to zero.

5.4.2 Link between wired part and radio part

In this model the link between wired and radio parts happens on the base station level.

Recalling the variable x in the case of CBR, we have:

XDLwL PfDL3VI ijrfDLRL S E j E L8, (5.12)
7.cTDL

XfULWL fULWL irfLRL S E $CBR i e L’9. (5.13)
rT

In the case of VBR we have:

TfZjrfuLRL <XuLwc <K1 TtjrfUCRL S E S, E L. (5.14)
rET

If for a session s the base station i is not selected, cjrfuLL would be equal to zero for

ail r. Consequently, this forces the amount of XULwL to zero too.

On the other hand, if the base station j is selected this constraint makes sure that the

data rate on the wired link section stays greater or equal to the chosen data rate of

RAB (rt) in radio iink section. This prevents the flow accumulation on the selected
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base stations.

0 < XeDLwL rt&irIDLRL E 8R, i E Lf5. (5.15)
rETf”

Like the uplink direction, the X-DLwL is equal to zero if the base station i is not

selected, but unlike the uplink case we want to force the data rate on the wired link

part to be less than the data rate of the chosen RAB in the radio link part in order to

prevent the accumulation of flow on the selected base stations.

0f course there should be a miahnum amount for this data rate and this limit can be

satisfied by delay constraint which imposes a lower bound for the

5.4.3 Quality of Service: Delay

Referring to the discussion given in previous chapter in downlink direction for a given

session we have:

D0tat D- + (5.16)

The delay constraint on the wired links helps to take the minimum delay for the flow of

session, therefore it can be applied on the VBR sessions. The constraint (5.15) does not

determine a lower lhnit for while the bandwidth of the selected RAB r determines
max—transe rt transe rtits upper limit. For the worst case vie consider that DfDLWL = DJDLWL and

— D5fDLWL
—

Referring to (4.30) and (5.16) for the sum of the delay on the radio and wired parts

we have:

DLJotal — max—transert DvroPdl9 D trait U5 + mfDL x size of packet
D5 — DfDL\VL + 1DLWL + fDLWL + + f

- XfDL34L

(5.17)

If vie consider the D” as the maximum delay for an IP packet on the downiink
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direction we will have:

Dt0t D-M’. (5.18)

Replacing the sire of packet by Lm° the previous inequality, (5.17), changes to:

mm max
_

f»,. fDL
X ÇDL_WL -

JS
—

— max—transe,rt
— max—propag

— max—tratt
—

s fDLWL fDLWL fDLWL fDLJtL

Considering instead of XfnLwL by using will make the constraint more

dependent to the choice of the RAB r. According to (4.22) and (4.34) both Dyw3iranse

and D0,.R,. depend on the selection of the RAB r, therefore we conclude:

max rmax i
m1»,.

fDL m J5

Dfh_M — max—transe,rt
—

— max—trait
— flr

ûirf8DLRL

rET s fDLWL fDLWL f DL.WL fDLSL

s e i e L. (5.20)

Recalling the R(rt) as the minimum data rate for the flow frtx4L if the session is served

by the data rate on the radio link the formula (5.20) changes to (5.21) in order to

respect the lower limits:

Xj»uw

max rmax ini
max(R(rt),

DAX — Dm_t nse,rt Zmapropag
— Dm_tit —

5 fDLWL fDLWL fDLWL fDLSI.

s e i C L. (5.21)

In this model, the mç»,. is not fixed, as we may have different possible paths with different

number of links. Therefore we assume that is aiways equal to the links number of

the longest path in the set of possible paths. That is the reason why we have considered

the maximum amount for ail the different types of delay.

5.4.4 Capacity of wired links

Referring to Chapter 3, there are two types of wired links in the proposed network

model. First the wired links in radio network which are the links that connect each base
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station to its BSC and second the links in the core network which define the selected

path for each session. Both the serving base station (or base stations in the soft handoif

cases) and selected path for a session are not fixed from the beginning. The optimization

procedure chooses a base station or more and a path for each accepted session among the

set of potential base stations and possible paths. Note that the potential base stations

can be connected to different BSCs. We discus the constraints on each type of wired

links one after the other.

Capacity of wfred links in radio network

For each link between a base station and its corresponding BSC there exists a wired

link and we cali the capacity of this link as

: bjhfxf <Cess. h H, i L’. (5.22)
sS JEPWL

For a session the x. is equal to x if the base station i serves that session. Therefore

the session contributes to the dimensioning of the wired link between the base station

j and its BSC. Whïle if x. O it means that base station j is not selected to serve that

session, so it does not play any role in the dimensioning.

Capacity of wired links in core network

The objective function aims to minimize the capacity, G. Therefore, for the set of

possible paths of a session which contain link L, the sum of flow on each period h that

pass link e should be less than the capacity C. Since the total bandwidth on a link

cannot exceed the capacity of this link, we have considered the following constraint.
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a15 mvi XuLwL + aj, mvi XDLWL < C1
scS vcV.ULWL sES vEV1DLwL

h e H, t — 1, 2, ..., m. (5.23)

As the links are used in uplink and downlink directions therefore the sum of flows

in both directions have been considered.

5.4.5 Capacity of radio links

In the radio link, during each period of time, the total used radio capacity by the sessions

in each direction should be less than the maximum capacity of the base station which

gives service to those sessions. This definition is studied in Section 4.1.4 for the uplink

and downlink directions individually. We also discussed the soft handoif gain which

reduces the necessary radio capacity in the soft handoif cases.

Radio Capacity on the uplfnk direction

/ UL I1 + A ç ç ( 7sr 1-’s ujhfJLRL

w L. L.1 1 -yv5
sES TET1uL..RL

— +s
1 W

, 7 V5 bjhfuLR (1 SHG)Wjrfucn
<L

(l+7nt)(+7s))
— UL

T1 Tt W

i e LBS, h e H. (5.24)

Considering that session s is accepted in soft handoif with two base stations and one of

them is base station i then both ajrfucsL and WirfuczL2 would be equal to one. It means

that the session s contributes in the calculation of the total capacity for the base station

i. Therefore the capacity occupied by the session s ( C5) would be equal to:

— 1 + ). 7 V8 bhfuL X 1
C5—

W

___

rt W
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i’5 bji,jcac (1 — SHG) X 1

1V ‘Tt 1V

If the session is accepted in soft handoif with three base stations then we would have

WjrfUcRL3 = 1, therefore the occupied capacity by the session s would be equal to:

— 1 + - 7 V5 6ihf’’--’’- X 1

W

___

Tt W

— 7 V5 (1 — SHG) x 1

W W

On the other hand, if session s is accepted but not in soft handoif then w7-1 O

while LjrfuLRL = 1 and the radio capacity occupied by this session would be equal to:

— 1 + ) 7 V bhfuLRL X 1

W

Tt W

Obviously, if session s is not taken by the base station i then both cirfuLRL and Wjrfuccn

would be equal to zero, so this session does flot play any role in the total capacity for

the base station j.

Radio Capacity on the downlink direction

v (Noam,i + ( + w)) bihfoLRL_3 jTfDLR

f jcRing(BS)

1 ‘yv5w
scS rETfoLJI

— +
Tt W

u y5 (Noarn,i + ( + w)) (1 — SHG) bjhfDLRL wirfDLRLn

jERin.q(BS)

W W

P3s — Pont

i e L, h e H. (5.25)

The sanie procedures done for the uplink can be applied for the downlink direction to

calculate the occupied capacity by a session in soft handoif or non soft handoif.
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5.4.6 Grade of Service

SSP
1

— Bra,p a E A p E P. (5.26)

For each group of priority (Gold, Silver) and each kind of application (voice, video

phone, video streaming, web browsing and mail) there is a threshold on the number of

acepted sessions during the planning time, which depends on the rate of blocking for

flows.

5.4.7 Handshake between a BSC and a base station

Recali that

f if the base station j has been selected for session s
XfWL =

O otherwise.

The handshake deals with the uplink and downlink flows at the BSC. In the radio link

for each session there is a list of potential base stations which can carry the session. We

cali this list L. These base stations may be connected to a unique or different BSCs.

NBsk is the notation that we use to cali the set of potential base stations connected to

BSCk with flxed and known geographical positions.

The data rate of flow(s) in link(s) of a selected path in the core network would be equal

to the data rate of flow in ah links to base station(s) in the radio network. It mearis that

if we cail the flow corresponding to a path in the uplink direction as x,VL it would

be equal to XULwL if base station j and path y are selected to serve session s. The

complexity shows itself in the soft handoif situations where we would have XuLwL equal

to the sum of two or three coming flows of two or three different base stations.

The fohlowing constraints show the remedy of this complexity in the upllnk and
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downlink directions.

(1 + (n—1) ZfcRLTn) XuLwL E S, k E K5,
n=2 TET vVLwL iLflNBsk

(5.27)

(1+ (n— 1)ZfcRcrn) Xocwc s E S, k E K5.
n=2 rcT4)L iELflNBsk

(5.28)

Even in the soft handoif case for each session just one and only one path between BSC

and destination will 5e accepted. The former proposed constraints are not linear, so we

replace them with the following linear constraints:

XfULWL Xuiwi. Xui.w S E S, k e Kg, i E L fl NBS,,,

jELflNnsk

(5.29)

XfDLWL XwL fDLwL S E S, k E K5, j e L fl NBSk.
VcVc. jELflNBsk

(5.30)

The constraints (5.29) and (5.30) are, however, not equivalent to (5.27) and (5.28),

50 some optimal solutions may not satisfy z = if base station j and path z’ are

selected, but it is always possible to construct another optimal solution with same value

that satisfies this equality.
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5.4.8 Soft handoif

In this thesis we have studied only the micro diversity where the potential base stations

which can serve a session in soft handoif are ail connected to the same BSC. According

to the definition of Z!riz if a session is accepted as a soft handoif then we are going to

have Zfrn 1 if it is a n-way soft handoif, and obviously Zfr,-, = O when the session is

not a soft handoif or when it is refused.

Therefore vie will have:

Z Z ZfRLrn y s e 5, (5.31)
n=2 reT

Z Z ZfDLRLrn Vs e 5. (5.32)
n=2 rCTj

Recalling the definition of 0irf if the session is non-soft handoif then

Z Z airf = 1. (5.33)
icL reTs

If the session is soft handoif with n base stations then

Z Z 0irf = n. (5.34)
iEL8 rET3

Since vie should have exactly najrf variabie equal to 1 in the n-way soft handoif, we

propose the following constraints:

= Z Z QirfLSL — Z (n — 1) ZfULRLrn S E 5, (5.35)
iELr rETUL n=2 rET

Z Z air LRL
— Z Z (n — 1) ZjiLt S E 5. (5.36)

iEL5 rETfL n2 rET3

Recalhng the definition of Wjrfn if the session is a n-way soft handoif therefore

Z Wjrfr, = n, (5.37)
iELS_bfl
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but in ail cases the Zfrn would be aiways equal to 011e. In order to force this specification

we should satisfy the following constraints:

ZfULRLrn = T E T8, S E S, n 2, .., U, (5.3$)

icL —

ZfDLRLrn WjTfDLRL T E T8, E S, 2, .., U. (5.39)

On the other hand, we should aiways respect the following relation between the variables

airf and Wirfn.

irf WirfLn T E T8, E S, E (5.40)

irf- WjrfDLCn T E T8, S E S, i E LH. (5.41)

In this level we need a coristraint to avoid the appearance of soft handoif between the

potential base stations connected to the different BSC. In order to satisfy this idea the

following constraints should be considered for each session to make sure that potential

base stations which can serve the session in soft handoif are not connected to the sanie

BSC.

WirfLRLn + WjrfLRLr 1 T E T, = 2, .., U, i,j E L_SH, (5.42)

WirfLRtn + WjrfLRLn 1 T E T, 2,.., U, i,j E (543)
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If we consider r; and n1 as a subset of r and n then for sure we will have

Wir1fLcn1 + Wjr1fCRCn1 (Wjrn + WjrfLCn) 1. (5.44)
n=2 rET

It is also obvious that if a session s is accepted in a n-way soft handoif mode there

exists at most one couple (r,n) such that WjrfuLnln can be non ero.

Therefore if we have

WiTfuLJtcn + WjTfuLRLfl < 1, (5.45)

then,

WjrifUCRLn1 + WjrifRLn; 0. (5.46)

Consequently the inequality (5.44) can be transformed to the following constraint.

( WjTf Lfl + Wjrf) < 1
n=2 rT

s E S. r E T, n = 2, .., U, i,j L—5”, BSC BSc. (5.47)

With the same reasoning for the downlink direction we have:

+ WjrfDLLn) < 1
n=2 rT

s e S, r E T, n = 2, ..,U, i,j E BSC BSC. (5.48)

5.4.9 Quality of Service: Selection of a RAB on the radio links

A set of discrete values of RABs is considered for each session in uplink and downlink

direction. Hence, in any uplink and downlink flow f on the radio network we must

satisfy for each session s E S:

ZfLL Tt( irfLL
— Z(n — 1) Zfrn) 5 E 5, (5.49)

TET icL5 n=2
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XfDLRL r( irfDLL (fl — 1) Zfrn) S E S. (5.50)
iLS n=2

Obviously, XfJLRL and X1fLRL obtain the data rate of RAB T if this RAB is selected.
U

Z 0irf —
(n — 1) z1 defines a binary variable which is equal to 1 if RAB T

iELS n=2

selected even in soft handoif or non soft handoif and is equal to zero if it is not selected.

Now we should have a constraint which forces the selection of the same base station

both for upllnk and downlink.

iTf = jTfDLRL S S,j E L8. (5.51)
rT rET

As mentioned in Section 4.2 for each application we introduce two different priorities

named Gold and Silver. Obviously, a Gold session has a higher priority than a Silver 011e.

On the other hand, for each pair of (application, priority) e.g., (web browsing, Gold) in

each direction e.g., (downlink) there is a set of RABs, {T1, T2, ..., T} with n coefficients

Qr1, Qr2, .., Q. Coefficient QTI represents the rate of (web browsing, Cold) sessions

which should be accepted with RAB number 1 in downlink direction. Considering Table

L Te QrC Qre
Gold Silver

1 76.8, 5% 0.6 0.1

2 76.8, 10% 0.25 0.05

3 38.4, 5% 0.1 0.6

4 38.4, 10% 0.05 0.25

TAB. 5.1: Value of the QoS coefficients for web browsing downlink

5.1 where four different RABs are available we have:

ZQTC 1.
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If Y is the total number of accepted (web browsing, Gold) sessions and Y represents

the number of accepted sessions with the Rab £ then:

Yjl=Y.

Therefore for RAB r1

Q1Y—u< Yi QY+1—u,

where u is a parameter in the [0,1) interval.

The idea is ta observe that the value of QoS lies in an interval of length 1 containing

the value of Qr1. The same reasoning applies for the second RAB on the remaining

sessions. Where T9
— then Z — 1. We also assume u — and

f)UL

____________

1 ‘Tc.a,p

_____________

— T L..
V r)UL scS’P
L....

3=1?

T”1 I
fr.ftJC11. +

()L SES’Pj=1?+1
L... ‘rj,a,p

3=1?

rETf, fEF, sESarf ajf — (fl — 1) Zfrn

iEL” n=2

therefore we wlll have:

T”1
Qa,p

11.111 —

3z 2
\‘ flUL sES’j1?+1
L.. ‘%Tj,a,p

i=e

(ri,r2,...) TU £ — 1 T —1 a E A, p E P. (5.52)a,p — J api
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rDL
Te,a,p 1

___________

— < 1 —

V’ ,9DL sES”?
Z ‘r,a,p
i=I

IT

IT’ rf-”- +
V’ r)DL sES”? j=e+1
L ‘rj,a,p

J =

(ri,r2,...) E T, 1,...jTI —1, a E A, p P. (5.53)

Note that the RABs are sorted in the way that the best one is the first. A RAB

r1 is said to be better than the RAB r2 if T2t < Tlt. If r2t Tlt then the better RAB

would be the one with less Frame Error Rate.

5.4.10 Activation of a base station

If a base station j lias been selected for at least one session, we must activate that base

station. The following constraints make sure that base station i is activated if there is

even one jTfoL which is equal to one.

S < E L, (5.54)
sES TETjDLJL

< y i e L, s E s. (5.55)
rETs DL

As rnentioned before there are five different types of applications. Ail of them may

use the downlink and uplink direction for the same session. Among them just the video

streaming neyer use the uplink direction. The mail application, however, may use the

uplink or downlink direction one in a time. So we limit the use of the uplink sense of

above constraints just for mail. Recail that cjrfDLRL in this
TETf DL TETfUL

case, the Z RU will be replaced by o
TETfDL TETfUL
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5.5 Bounds and domains of the variables: Summing up

Flow variables on the wired link:

XfEIR JeF sES.

Duplicated flow variables (caused by soft handoif, or selection of an active BS):

xER fef’, iEL, sES.

Flow variables on each link of the wired links:

feF, vEVf, sES.

Cail admission control variables:

yse{O,1} sES.

variable for choosing the RAB and base station:

irf E{O,i} J EF i E L, s E S T ETUL orT.

variable for choosing the Path:

/3VfE{O,11 fEF, VEVf, sES.

Wired capacity variables for the wired link in Core Network:

CtEr e1,2,...,m.

Wired capacity variables for the wired link in Radio Network:

C e i E LBS.

Active base station variables:

y35 E {O, 11 i E LBS.

Soft handoif variables:

ZfE{O,1} feF1’, rETorT, n=r2,...U, sES.

WjrfE{O,1} JEF iELH, TETorT, n=2,...,U, seS.

5.6 Dimensioning mathematical model: Summing up

We sum up below the set of constraints of the anticipative mathematical model as well

as the objective function.

m flBs
min (wc d C + w dSCBS + w yns)
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Cali Admission Control:

V s E S with F = {fuLwL, fuLJtL, fDL_WL, JDLRL}

When the session is CBR:

*(5.2) XfULWL vftJ1W1 pfULWL V VfuLwL

*(5.3) XDLWL = /3VfDLWL pfDLWL y Vpwr.

(5.4) XfULRL = Ys tfULRL

(5.5) XfDLRL Ys tfDLRL

When the session is VBR:

*(5.6) 4vfL Pf < XJULWL < /3vfULWL PfIJLWL y E VfUL..wi.

*(5.7) /3vfWL PfDtWT < XDLwL < /3vf- PfDLWL V E VfncwL

(5.8) Ys fULRL < XfULRL Ys tfJLRL

(5.9) J5 tfDLRC < XfDLJ.L < Ys tfDLZL

*(5.1O) Ys
VVfULwL

*(5.11)
= Ys

VVfDLwL

Grade of Service

Zys

(5.26)
5”P

1
— Bra,p a E A, p E P



Quality of Service

QUL ]TI

* (5.52) Tc,a,p

IT I
Z QUL sES’’Pj=+1

Tj,C,P
3 =

QDL ITI

* (5.53) Te,a,p

T

Z QDL sES’P j=+1
rj ,a,p

3 =

100

rf — iTf — (n — 1) Zfrn,

iCL n=2

rTf, fEF, sES

— 1 —

nu’
“r,a,p

I T

Z
J =

sES”’P

QUL IT[
T,a,p

+IT I
V’ QUL sES’Pj=t+1
L Tj,a,p

j=1?

(r1,r2,...)ET aEA, pEPa,p

1
rfLRL —

nu’
1

—

____________

T I
Z flDL

J =t J sES”?

(ri,r2,...) eT,

QDL TI

< Te,a,p \‘ V’

— I1[ Ld L + —

Z fluL sS”’P j=I+1
rj,a,p

J r

aEA, pEP



Radio Link Capacity

*(5.25) z
sES TETfDLRi.
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*(5.49) XfUCRL =

rET L

*(5.50) XfDLRL =

T( airfuL — (fl — 1) ZfULL )
iEL

Tt( irfD — (fl — 1) ZfDLRL rn)
icLS n=2

(5.51) irf- = aTfDLnL

rGT

*(5.24) z
sES

seS, iL

V bihfJLI irfLRL

(sT
1 7V5

TETjULRL
— +
T’ W

sS

sES

iEL, lieH

bjhfoLRL_5 irf-”-’

U JL

—

7 V bjhfuLRL (1 — SHG)wirfuL-sLn’\

7VsTt 1 UL

_

+
u5 SHG))

L
n=2(1+

i

(ivoa + Z ‘
jERing(BS)

+ w))

t +
Tt W

aDL
- +wU sT 8 (Noam,i + Ç( Z amsj )) (1 — SHG) bhfLRL wirfDLRLn

z jERing(BS)

n=2 (1 +
u5 w T 1 u5 w SHG )D

)(—+W ,

< PBS — PCOTLL heH
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Wired Link Capacity

*(5.23) a m XLWL + aj mi Xiw1. < Ct
sS vEVwc sES VEVfDLwL

(5.22) G h e H,i e LBs

sES fFWL

(5.12) XfPLWL = pfLWL OirfRL E 3CBR i e L’
rET

(5.13) XfuLwc PfUCWL airfuLnL 3 E $cBR i E L

rET

*(5.14) rcfrfcRL X JLwc K1 TtcjrfuLL s E 3VBR i e L5
TETj’ TET!’

*(5.15) O < < TtEjrfDLRL S E S1’ j E L

*(5.29) XfuwI. < XfULWL 2fULWL

vEVLwL jELflNBsk

sES, kEK5, iEL5flNBsk

*(5.30) Xf.DLwL < XDLwL < XDLWL

jEIflNBsk

sES, kEK5, iEL8flNB5k
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Delay Constraints

* (5.21) ZfDLWL

mmclx max +
Z max((rt),

DDL AX — Dmtert L Dn propag
— Dm_tt —

)ir-

rET,,PL s fDLWL JDL.WL JDLWL f DLRL

seS”111, ieLr

Selection of Active Base Stations

*(5.54) r Z Z Ùirf i e LB5

sES rETJDLSL

*(5.55) Z Ûirf Y35 j C L, C S

5.7 Improved model

The proposed model in [1] has been modified in [40]. The modifications are based

on the following observation: there always exists an opthnal solution of the model in

[1] in which the value of bandwidth on the wired links are the smallest possible. Note

that this is not necessarily the case for alI optimal solutions since a session that is ac

tive during a less loaded period may use a greater bandwidth while stili satisfying the

capacities of the links. Considering the first case where we have the optimal solution

with the smallest possible bandwidth, we are able to replace some inequality constraints

by equalities. Consequently, the feasibility domain becomes tighter, which resuits in a

better lower bound for continuous relaxation. This helps in the pruning of the non

promising branches. Therefore, it gives us the opportunity to obtain feasible solutions

with values that are ranch doser to the optimal one, i.e. with a better precision.

Based on the same reasoning we have changed the model proposed in this chapter.
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The fact that the potential base stations which can serve a session may 5e connected to

more than one BSC complicates these changes comparing to [40]. Since the objective

includes minimizing the capacity on the wired links of core network, in the case of VBR

sessions in which the value of bandwidth for the flow f on the wired links lays between

a lower bound and an upper bound we can assign the minimum value of bandwidth, pf,

on the wired links in the core network, for instance, in the uplink direction where the

bandwidth on the radio link should be smaller than the bandwidth on wired link we

choose the maximum value between the data rate of the chosen RAB and the minimum

possible value of bandwidth on wired links.

Since in this mathematical model the number of variables and constraints are increasing

compared to [1], these changes are crucial for running the program with big instances

in terms of the number of requested sessions, number of base stations and number of

possible paths for each session.
U

For the CBR sessions, where Z x and rf ZicLs irf —
(fl — 1) Zfrn

vcvj’ n=2

the new constraints are:

VL pfULsvL rfLRL S E $cBR (5.56)
kK rcTLL

/3fDLWL S E Sd1. (557)
kEK

rf is a binary variable which is equal to one if RAB r is selected. When the session is

CBR then for each flow f, there is a declared amount of bandwidth on the wired links

called p. In constraints (5.56) and (5.57) for the session s if the RAB r is selected the

bandwidth on the path which goes through the BSC k is equal to pfuLwL and pfDLwL in

uplink and downlink directions respectively.

For the VBR sessions, by considering the following equations

BSCk — V
Xf _J,Xf,

vEV
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rf= Z airf—Z(n—l)zfrn,
icLr n=2

mm Lm3x
DL fDL fDL(r) = max(fl(rt),

flDLMAX — nse,it — max—propag
— max—trait

— flr
s fDLWL fDLWL fDL.WL fDLaL

the new constraints are:

X).ULWL > max(rtPfULwJairfuL.n jE Lr,s E 8vBa (5.58)

= Z max(P(r)PfDLwJairfDLnL i E L,s E 3VBR (559)

When session s is VER for each flow f there are a minimum and a maximum of band

width on the wired links: p, . In the uplink direction if the session is served by base

station j and r is the selected RAB then takes the maximum value between the

data rate, rj, of RAB r and the minimum bandwidth for the flow f on the wired links. In

the downlink direction, however, referring to Section 4.2.1 the bandwidth on the wired

links should be smaller than the bandwidth on the radio links to prevent the accmnu

lation ou the base stations level. Hence, we introduce R(rt), see Table 4.3. Therefore

for the session s if RAB r is chœen, then vi11 be equal to the maximum value

between p(r) and the minimum bandwidth for the flow f on the wired links.

Z Xtq.
= Z max(rt, PfuLwL»rfi E 3v (5.60)

kcK rETfuLiiL

Xa.
= Z max(P°’(r),pfDLwL)arfDLaL S E S’BR. (5.61)

kcK.

Having these new constraints in hand, we can remove constraints (5.14) and (5.15).

Constraint (5.21) is dominated by constraint (5.59), therefore it can be removed as well.
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5.7.1 Improved diniensioning mathernatical model: Summing Up

We sum up below the set of constraints of the anticipative mathematical model. Only

the rnodified constraints are dispayed.

m flBs n85

min (wc dt Ce + w d8s.C85. + w

Cali Admission Control:

When the session is CBR, no change: (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5).

When the session is VBR, no change: (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9), and also (5.10), (5.11).

Grade of Service:

No change: (5.26).

Quality of Service:

No change: (5.52), (5.53).

Radio Link Capacity:

No change: (5.49), (5.50), (5.51), (5.24), (5.25).
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Capacity:

aj, m XuLwL + a mj XJDLWL <C
sS VVfuLwL sS VVfDLwJ.

<C h e H, i e LBS

sES f EFL

XfDLWL — fDLWL irfLRL S C
rET L

2fULWL = pfULWL irf’-” S E
rET

BSCk
/3fUCWL 5

kEK rETfuLL

: xB
fDLWL = PfDLWL rfLRL S

kcIÇ TETfDLRL

XuLwL = max(T,, PfuLwL)irf-’

TETfuLI.

XDLwL = max(r),

TGT1DLj,L

BSCk —

f ULWL —
flaX(T PfULWL)Tf-’

kEK TETfULRL

—

fDLWL —

max(pDL(r),
PfDLWL)Tf-’

kEK

XuLwL < XJULWL Xjuiwr.

VEV/YuLWL jELflNBs

sES, keK5,

j

sES, keK5,

Wired Link

(5.23)

(5.22)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.56)

(5.57)

(5.58)

(5.59)

(5.60)

(5.61)

(5.29)

i e

i e L

e $CBR

e 3CBR

iC L,s 5VJIR

i e L,s 8VBR

s E

e $VBR

i e L n NBSk

(5.30) XDLwL < XDLWL <

vE VkDLWL
‘s

E n NBSk
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Soft handoif:

No change: (5.31), (5.32), (5.35), (5.36), (5.38), (5.39), (5.40), (5.41), (5.47), (5.48).

Selection of Active Base Stations:

No change: (5.54), (5.55).



Chapter 6

Implementation and Resuits

The optimization model described in the previous chapters has been implen;ented in

C++, using the libraries of CPLEX-MIP [41] in order to solve thc corresponding mixed

linear program. The implementation has two modules:

> The network and traffic problem generator,

> The variables and constraints of the MIP program.

6.1 Instance generator

The problem generator generates ail necessary traffic files for a given problem instance.

The traffic files will be used in order to generate the variables and constraints of a MIP

problem, which will be solved by CPLEX-MIP.

There are some input data as well as a network architecture, which are needed to

generate the traffic files. Essentially the generator first places the base stations uniforrniy

in a given surface, then places the requested sessions and assigns their beginning and

duration based on a fixed simulation tirne, as well as theïr priority, list of possible paths

and their list of potential base stations.
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6.1.1 Network architecture

As mentioned above the network architecture is given for each instance. This file con-

tains the number of BSCs, external nodes and ail possible paths between each BSC

and external node. This information does not change during the simulation time and is

mostly used for defining the routing table and set of possible paths for each individual

session.

6.1.2 Simulation space, base stations, base stations in soft handoif and

paths

The length and width of the simulation space are given as input data:

> LONGUEURSURFACE,

> LARGEUW SURFACE.

The number of BSCs can be extracted from the network architecture, Section 6.1.1,

then the simulation space is divided equally between the existed BSCs. In this model

no already existed base station is considered in the surface and we place aIl the base

stations on this plain surface uniformly. This assumption is important for the capacity

formulas in radio links, Section 4.1.4. The number of base stations is again known from

the beginning of the simulation and is an input data named:

> NBWSTATIONSYOTENTIELLES.

In this distribution each base station is connected to only one BSC, and that is the one

which covers the geographical position of the base station on the simulation surface.

In this context the soft handoif is possible between two or more base stations. In each

simulation vie specify the number of base stations involved in soft handoif cases for each

session from the begliming of the simulation.
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> NBRBSirnSHO.

Between each pair of origin destination nodes, there may be more that one possible path

which can serve a session. For one session the number of possible paths may be equal

to 4 and for another may be 5. In this thesis for each simulation, a limited number of

paths in multi-routing has been considered.

> NBRMULTLPATH.

Assume that we have considered NBRJkIULTIfiATH 3. For each session, if the

nmnber of possible paths set is more than 3 then only the first three paths in the set of

possible paths will be taken into account. Obviously, when the number of possible paths

set for a session is less than 3, for example is equal to 2, both paths will be considered.

6.1.3 Initial solution

There is the possibility to solve a problem instance starting from a given initial solution.

We can also check the feasibility of a solution obtained by another program. In order to

check this we consider that solution as an initial solution. The feasibility of the initial

solution is first checked and if the result is positive the optimization procedure goes on

with that initial solution.

6.1.4 Simulation planning time

The simulation planning time is an input data and is divided in periods. The number

of periods can be different for each traffic instance. The parameters are:

> DUREEYLANWICATION,

> NBRYERIODE.
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As seen in Section 4.2.1 the beginning and the finish time of each session coincide with

those of the periods. Note that the number of periods play an important role in the

simulation. Obviously, it ivili change the length of the periods. The more the number

of the periods are, the shorter the length of the periods become. In addition the more

the number of periods are, the less sessions are in the same period. This reduces the

resource reservation on each period. On the other hand, the number of the periods has

an impact on the number of constraints. More precisely, it has an effect on the following

constraints: (5.24), (5.25), (5.23) and (5.22). Therefore we cannot just increase the

numbers of periods as much as we want, since it influences the size of problem and its

solution time.

6.1.5 Session generation

A session is a connection between two entities and can be of voice, video streaming,

videophone, web browsing or mail type, see Table 6.1. Each of these applications belongs

to one of the fourth class of applications discussed in Chapter 3. The total number of

sessions is known from the beginning of each simulation and is considered as an input

data:

> NBRJOTALSESSIONS.

For each instance ive define the proportion of each type of application. Referring to

[42] we consider two scenarios named scenario A and scenario B. Scenario A considers a

high utilization of multi-media applications while scenario B supports the multi-media

applications as well, but gives a priority to the voice application over the other ones.

We use [42] for the distribution of the sessions among the varions applications in

each scenario. Table 6.2 demonstrates the percentage of users per application in both

scenarios.

Scenario is another input data for each traffic instance called:
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> SCENARIO

At this point, since we know the total number of sessions and the selected scenario,

the model can conclude for the number of sessions for each type of application. Once

TAB. 6.1: Session specifications based on its type of application

Scenario Voice Videophone Video Streaming Web Browsing Mail

% of user % of user ¾ of user ¾ of user % of user

A 40% 5% 10% 25% 20%

B 60%__j 3% 8% 12% 17%

TAB. 6.2: Application utilization by the users

the number of sessions per application is deterrnined, for each session we define the

geographical position, begiiming, duration, priority, type (High and Low for video con

ference, videophone and web browsing), direction for mail (the other types are in both

directions and video streaming is only in downlink), set of possible paths and set of

potential base stations, Table 6.1. For each session we also define a mother-BSC. This

is the BSC which covers the area in which the session is located. However, a session can

be served by a base station connected to a BSC other than its mother-BSC.

In order to specify the priority, type and direction of a session the Bernoulli laws are

used. There are parameters which define the probabilities of generating a Gold session,

a High session and a session in the downlink direction. For instance, if parum denotes

Voice Videophone Video Streaming Web Browsing Mail

¾ of user ¾ of user ¾ of user % of user ¾ of user

Priority V V V V V
Type (lligh/Low)

- V V V -

Start of the session V V V V V
Length of the session V V V V V
Position V V V V V
Direction (UL/DL) - - DL - DL or UL

Set of potential BSs V V V V V
Set of potential paths V V V V V
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the probability of the uplink direction for a mail session then (1-param) defines the

probability of having a mail session in downlink direction. The choice of direction is

important for the mail sessions, since mail sessions are either uplink or downlink, but

not both.

The session interval times are generated by two distribution laws, exponential for voice,

video streaming and mail applications and lognormal distribution for videophone and

web browsing. Then, the beginning of each session is reset to the beginning of the period

during which the session has been started.

> Exponential distribution describes the distance between the sessions with uniform

distribution in time. The arrivai times are based on a Poisson distribution. X is

the parameter for time variable and and are the average of interval times

and the variance.

> In lognormal distribution the parameters are the average and the variance as in

the exponential distribution, for average of intervals and for the variance.

In both distributions ,\ number of sessions for an application type Therefore the arrivaI rate

is fixed during the planning time. In order to calculate the duration of a session we

consider an average duration for each type of applications and we use the exponential

distribution with parameter
= average duration ofthe application typeS The numerical values

and the parameters used in the program are specified in Tables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7

for each type of applications, we use the same than in [11.

Voice Distribution Parameter Value of the parameter

Arrivai time Poisson nurnbercfvcicesessicn

Interval times exponential nurnber cf voice
planning time

Duration exponential Average duration 31 sec

Priority Bernoulli Gold probability 0.7

TAB. 6.3: Parameter values for the voice application
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Videophone Distribution Parameter Value of the parameter

Interval times iognormal average = number oivideophone sessions

variance =

Duration exponential Average duration 180 sec

Priority Bernoulli Gold probabihty 0.7

Type Bernoulli High probabihty 0.3

TAu. 6.4: Pararneter values for the videophone application

Video streaming Distribution Parameter Value of the parameter

Arrivai time Poisson À
number of videostreming sessions

planning time

Interval times exponential À number of videostreming sessions
planning time

Duration exponential Average duration 180 sec

Priority Bernoulli Gold probabihty 0.7

Type Bernoulli High probabihty 0.3

TAu. 6.5: Parameter values for the video streaming application

Web browsing Distribution Parameter Value of the parameter

Interval times lognormal average = À = nunaber of web browsing sessions

variance =

Duration exponential Average duration 250 sec

Priority Bernoulli Gold probability 0.5

Type Bernoulli High probability 0.3

TAB. 6.6: Parameter values for the web browsing application

6.1.6 Session position

The geographical positions of the sessions are important in order to specify the mother

BSC, potential base stations which can give service to the session and consequently the

set of possible paths. The generation of the sessions are homogeneous on ail the periods,

since the mobile stations which ask for the same application type at the same period

are placed uniformly on the simulation surface.
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Mail Distribution Parameter Value of the parameter

Arrival time Poisson À number of video mail sessions
planning time

Interval times exponential À number of mail sessions
planning_time

Duration exponential Average duration 10 sec

Priority Bernoulli Gold probability 0.5

Direction Bernoulli Downlink probability 0.5

TAB. 6.7: Parameter values for the mail application

6.1.7 Choice of base stations

Once the geographical position of each session is determined, the problem generator

defines a set of potential base stations for each session. ‘Ne cail this set L for session

s. The base stations which belong to this set can serve the session s both is soft handoif

and non soft handoif. ‘Ne divide this set in two subsets. One subset is L-’ which

cannot serve session s in soft handoif and the other is L° which can serve the session

s both in soft handoif and non soft handoif. Therefore we have:

rus — rBS_NSH l_ LB5
s — s s

The choice of the base stations is based on the distance between each base station and

the session. Two distances are defined as input data:

> DISTANCEJvIAXIMUivLSHO d5h0,

> DISTANCEi’vIAXIMUMNONSHO d55.

Tire base stations which are located in a circle with radius equal to dnss around a

session, can serve that session in non soft handoif. These are the base stations which

are relatively close to the session, while the base stations which are located in a circle

with radius equal to d5h0 around a session, can serve that session both in non soft

handoif and soft handoif. Figure 6.1 illustrates the base stations choice for each session.

(6.1)
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The selected base stations are not necessarily connected to the same BSC. They may

be connected to different BSCs depending on the geographical position of the session.

In the input files the d8h0 is fixed to 150 m while the d8h is fixed to 50 in. We make

sure that there is a reasonable number of potential base stations for each session, while

choosing these distances.

For each base station which belongs to L, the attenuation factor coefficient will be

calculated as well. This coefficient is used in the radio capacity formula in downlink

direction, constraint (5.25). Recalling the formula from Section 4.1.4 we have:

a8, = (6.2)

where a8, is the attenuation factor between the base station j with height h = 30

meters and the session s with height h8 = 2 meters. d represents the distance between

the base station j and the session s.

z z t

z, z
FIG. 6.1: Set of potential base stations for each session
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6.1.8 Choice of paths

Fôr each session, the problem generator defines a set of possible paths from its source

to its destination. The destination is an external node and is randomly chosen for

each session individually. The choice of paths is related to the set of potential base

stations. If ail the potential base stations are connected to one BSC, i.e. the mother

BSC, then only the paths which go through that BSC to the selected external node will

be considered, see Figure 4.5. On the other hand, if there are potential base stations

that are connected to different BSCs other than the mother-BSC, then we have two

types of paths. First the paths which go through those BSCs and reach the selected

external uode aud second the paths which pass the mother-BSC, see Figure 4.6. Note

that the flrst path in the set of potential routes will be always a path which go through

the mother-BSC of the session. This restriction has been considered for the cases where

we run the program with only one possible path. The complete description of paths

choice can be found in Section 4.3. The number of potential paths in a set for each

session has an impact on the size of the problem as it directly influences the number of

binary and continuous variables. The greater the number of potential paths the more

binary and continuous variables we will have. Cousequently, the problem will be much

harder to be solved. As mentioned before for each instance we set a limit on the number

of paths in multi-routing. While comparing multi and mono-routing we have considered

the value 3 for the NBRMULTIfiATH.

6.2 Variables and constraints of the MIP program

The problem generator uses the traffic files built by the traffic generator, based on

input data, and creates the constraints and the objective function of the proposed

dhnensioning problem. The constraints are generated in a format that can be read by

the CPLEX optimization software. At this point the CPLEX-MIP tries to solve tire

problem.

The solution generated by CPLEX-MIP, solntion.txt, which lets us analyze each session
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in terrns of the bandwidth, RAB, selected base station, or base stations in case of soft

handoif, and routing paths for uplink and downlink directions. A problem can also 5e

solved using an initial solution. The values for ail variables (binary and continuous) is

then taken from the sotution.txt file and CPLEX-MIP tries to find a better solution.

This helps us to gain better solutions while starting from an initial solution and a less

amount for gap parameter in CPLEX [41].

In this section we discuss the value of parameters used in generating the objective

function and the constraints.

6.2.1 Parameter values in objective function

In this project we aim at minirnizing the number of activated base stations in the radio

network and used capacity on the wired links both in core and radio networks. The

objective function is discussed in Section 5.3. The value for each paranieter is:

> W55’ = 500,

> 1,

> 1.

When we talk about the costs for the base stations and wired links we mean both the

cost of installation-maintenance and the cost of buying the equipments.

6.2.2 Values for bandwidtli of the ftow

As mentioned in Section 2.8.4 for each session the value of bandwidth is fixed if it is

a CBR session and lies between an upper bound and lower bound in the case of VBR

session. The values used in this model are described in Tables 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11.
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p, Voice Videophone Videophone Video Streaming Video Streaming

kbps High Low High Low

LTLJ?L 8 144 64 - -

DLJ?L $ 144 64 144 32

TAB. 6.8: Bandwidth on radio links for CBR applications

t, Voice Videophone Videophone Video Streaming Video Streaming

kbps High Low High Low

UL_RL 9.6 153.6 76.8 - -

DLJ?L 9.6 153.6 76.8 153.6 38.4

TAB. 6.9: Bandwidth on wired liuks for CBR applications

6.2.3 Set of RABs, values for ratio of signal to noise -y,,. and Quality

of Service coefficient QT,a,p per application type

The values for data rate and Frame Error Rate associated to each RAB r, as well as

the ratio of signal energy per bit to noise spectral density Section 4.1.4, are taken

from [36], where two different types of users are considered: a pedestrian with channel

speed of 3 km/hr and a vehicular with 30 km/hr channel speed.

The users are considered to 5e static. Therefore only the values associated with a

pedestrian user in [36] have been used in our model.

The proposition of RAB for the web browsing and mail applications are based on making

the delay constraint realistic. This is not an issue for the other applications, since the

delay constraint is applicable just on VBR applications, Section 4.4.1.

6.2.4 Numerical values for constant parameters in radio capacity for

mulas

There are several constants used in the radio capacity formulas and their definition

can be found in Section 4.1.4. The numerical values for the constants are talcen from

[5]. Note that [5] has studied WCDMA for TJMTS networks, therefore the value of
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p / Web browsing Web browsing Mail

kbps High Low

UL_RL 10/25 8/15 10/300

DL_RL 100/400 20/150 10/300

TAB. 6.10: Bandwidth on radio links for VBR applications

Ç/f Web browsing Web browsing Mail

kbps High Low

ULJ?L 9.6/307.2 9.6/307.2 9.6/153.6

DLR,L 9.6/307.2 9.6/307.2 9.6/153.6

TAB. 6.11: Bandwidth on wired links for VBR applications

bandwidth used in our experiments has been changed to the bandwidth for CDMA2000.

The ratio of 4 depends on the six base stations aromd the BSo. These
icRing(BS0)

Parameter Recommended value

W 1.25 Mhz

.) 55%

y0 0.67 for voice sessions (speech)

1.0 for other sessions (data)

P 20 Watts

Pcorrt 4 Watts = 20%P0

w 0.4

SHGUL 45% which corresponds to a gain of 3.5 db

SHGDL 45%

L 60%

N0 1.258910_20 W/Hz

TAB. 6.12: Parameter values for capacity formulas

base stations are not known at the beginning. Therefore the value of Z 4
icRing(BS0)

00

cannot be known either. In [35] the average ratio of E[°] is equal to 0.117. We take

the same value and consider 0.117 = -- where ao is the attenuation factor for a mobile
coi

station which its serving base station is placed around the cell’s radius far from the

mobile station. As the saine value should be considered for ah the six neighbor base
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stations around the BS0 we have:

a50 0.117
6 X a8, X

a0
iERing(BS0)

Since the N0 x a5, is negligible in the downhuik radio capacity formula, this approxi

mation is taken into account in order to keep the relation between the radio capacity

in the downlink and the position of sessions. The attenuation factor, a8, between the

mobile station j and the base station s can be calculated based on the distance between

them. The distance is also a known value from the beginning which is calculated in

traffic generator files.

6.2.5 Numerical values for constant parameters in delay formulas

Recalling from Section 4.4.1, the delay constraint applies for the VBR applications in

the downlink direction. Table 6.13 provides the values for the parameters used in the

delay constraint formula.

Parameters Web browsing Web browsing Mail

High Low

L7w. 1460 byte 1460 byte 1460 byte

Ljr_wi. 800 byte 800 byte 800 byte

u 1460 byte 1460 byte 1460 byte

Propagation time/link 20 ma 20 ma 20 ms

Transmission delay/node 10 ma 10 ma 10 ma

D)LMAX 2s 5s lOs

TAB. 6.13: Value of pararneters in delay formula

6.3 Network topology

In the network topology, the BSCs, external nodes and the wired links which connect

the BSCs to external nodes are considered. We do not mention the wired links between

the base stations and their corresponding BSCs, since those links will not be used unless
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the base station has been activated to serve at least one session. We assume that there

is no activated base station in the beginning of the simulation. The used topology in

this study is illustrated in Figure 6.2. This topology is called Network 02 in the whole

chapter.

The specifications of this network topology are:

> Core network: 9 intermediates node and 18 wired links.

Radio network: 2 BSCs and 2 wired links.

> Each path contains 4 links. When the serving base station of a session is chosen

a link vi11 be added to this path.

6.4 Definition of instances

In this study we have considered six different instances to compare the obtained ob

jective values for the dimensioning of 3G networks in mono-routing and multi-routing.

Each instance shows the number of potential base stations, number of sessions, network

FIG. 6.2: Topology of the network
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architecture, scenario and the applied application or applications in each particular

simulation. For example, an instance is named “02 : 30 — 2003.31” means that the

network architecture is of type Network 02, number of potential base stations is equal

to 30, number of requested sessions is equal to 200 while ail applications have been

considered with scenario B. The instance “02 30 — 3003.28” rneans that this instance

is again based on Network 02 topology while we have 30 potential base stations. The

total number of sessions is 300 but we do not consider ail applications. Here 28 means

that we consider voice, web browsing, mail and videophone. In addition the number of

sessions of each kind of application is calculated based on scenario B. For ail instances,

the soft handoif distance is equal to 150 meters. It means that the base stations which

are located in 150 meters from the session can serve that in soft handoif and non soft

handoif. Table 6.14 and Table 6.15 iilustrate the instances used in this thesis. They

contain diffèrent pararneters of the instances, particularly the proposed RAB (data rate

and FER) for each application and the proposed demanded Grade of Service for Goid

and Silver priorities.

6.5 Optimization procedure: CPLEX

In order to solve the MIP probiem of the model we use CPLEX-MIP, a software pre

sented by ILOG [43] which solves linear and mixed-integer problems. CPLEX-MIP

uses some parameters to solve the optimization problems. These are the parameters

that can be personalized by each user for each individual problem and their function

ality are explained in [41]. CPLEX-MIP uses a branch and cut algorithm where the

problem is divided in different integer subproblems. CPLEX generates a branching tree.

The root of this tree is the LP relaxation of the mixed-integer problem and each linear

subproblern is a node of this tree.

The optimization procedure aiso uses cuts. Cuts are the added constraints to the model

in order to eliminate sorne non-integer solutions. It happens when there are one or more

fractionai variables in the solution to the relaxation. The cuts also heip to reduce the
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number of branches along the tree to solve a problem.

If even after using cuts, the solution of the relaxation has still one or more fractional

valued integer variables, then CPLEX generates two new subproblems by branching on

a fractional value with more restrictive bounds on the branching variable.

Por instance in a minimization problem, the optimal solution of the continuous relax-

Value of optimal solution = S2

Upperbound= U2

Value of optimal solution = 84

Pic. 6.3: Branching tree

ation represents a lower bound for the optimal integer solution in which all the binary

variables are equal to O or 1. Then the problem will be divided in two subproblems

using a binary variable that is flxed either to O or 1. At this point CPLEX tries to solve

the continuous relaxations of the subproblems. The result may be an integer solution,

an infeasible solution or a fractional solution. In the last case, the process is repeated

either by going deeper iu the branching scheme or by jumping up in the tree. If the

solution is integer the objective value defines an upper bound on the optimal value.

This upper bound is compared with the incumbent one that is updated if necessary and

the procedure continues on another branch. XVe can ignore a subtree if the obtained

optimal solution on that subtree is greater than the incumbent value.

/
/

S4> U2
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Figure 6.3 illustrates an example. The value of optimal solution on node N4, (S4) is

greater than the obtained upper bound on node N2, (U2) therefore we do not consider

the children of node N4.

There are certain parameters by which we can control the branching scheme. The

parameters taken in this study and their values are described in Table 6.16

6.6 Multi-routing profit over mono-routing

We expect to reduce significantly the value of the objective function when vie consider

several potential paths for each pair of source and destination nodes. This is what we

cail the profit of multi-routing over mono-routing. The proposed multi-routing strategy

in this study with a set of potential paths for each session can help to accept real-tirne

applications while satisfying their demanded QoS and reduce the usage of the resources

in core and radio networks at the sarne time. The need of reai-time applications to a high

amount of bandwidth and their sensibility to transmission delay are the factors which

make them more dernauded comparing to the non-real-time applications. Therefore

considering different paths instead of one path can help to reduce the used capacity

even when the real-time applications are involved.

Here cornes a small exainple which can illustrate the multi-routing profit over mono

routing. Assume that Figure 6.4 is a part of a core network where Ex1 and Ex2 are

external nodes. During the first period BSC2 tries to communicate with external node

Ex2 and during the second period BSC1 tries to contact Ex1. In mono-routing where

the available path from B801 to Ex1 is the path “1” and the available path from

BSG2 to Ex2 is the path “4”. eight links are used and the capacity of ail eight Iinks are

considered in the objective function.

On the other hand, in muiti-routing vie have a set of potential paths for each pair

of source and destination nodes. In this example between BSC1 and Ex1 the set

of potential paths is A={1,2} and between BSC2 and Ex2 this set viil be equal to

B={3,4}. Therefore in order to minimize the value of objective function the optimization

procedure takes path 2 from the set A and path 3 from the set B. In this case the number



CPLEX parameter Used Value Description and default value

IloCplex::Cliques 2 -1 Do not generate clique cuts

O Automatically determined

1 Generate clique cuts moderately

2 Generate clique cuts aggressively

Default: O

IloCplex::Covers 2 -1 Do not generate cover cuts

O Automatically determined

1 Generate cover cuts moderately

2 Generate cover cuts aggressively

Default: O

IloCplex::GUBCovers 2 -1 Do not generate GUB cuts

O Automatically determined

1 Generate GUB cuts moderately

2 Cenerate GUB cuts aggressively

Default: O

IloCplex::NodeSel 1 0 Depth-first search

1 Best-bound search

2 Best-estimate search

3 Alternative bOEt-estimate search

Default: 1

IloCplex::VarSel 0 -1 Brsncb on variable with minimum infeasibflity

O Branch variable automatically seleded

1 Branch on variable with maximum infeasibility

2 Branch based on pseudo costs

3 Strong brancbing

4 Brancb bssed on pseudo reduced costs

Default: O

lloCplex::BrDir 1 -1 Down branch selected first

O Automatically determined

1 Up brsnch selected first

Default: O

IloCplex::EpAGap different for esch instance Any positive number

Default: le-06

IloCplex::EpGap different for esch instance Any number between O and 1

Default: le-04

130

TAB. 6.16: Value of CPLEX pararneters
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of used link reduces to seven.

This is the behavior that we expect from the optimization procedure, Figure 6.5.

6.7 LP value, best integer value and validation of the nu

The optimal value is the obtained value when the CPLEX parameters “EPGAP” and

cEpAGAp are equal to zero. If we consider a greater value than zero for these param

Exi Ex 2

FIG. 6.4: An Example of core network

Mono-routing Multi-routing

FIG. 6.5: Comparing mono-routing and multi-routing

merical resuits
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eters, two values will be obtained. One as best integer value and the other as LP value.

The optimal value lays between these two values.

LP value Optimal value Best integer value.

The smaller the gap parameters the doser the best integer value is to the optimal value.

To make sure the profit of multi-routing over mono-routing, we consider the intervals

of [LP value mono, best integer mono] and [LP value mnlti, best integer multi]. If there

is no overlap between these intervals we can daim clearly a profit for the multi-routing

strategy, Figure 6.6.

Best integer value multi Ç LP value mono.

4

LP moiti LP mono Best integei Best integer
moiti mono

H
LP moiti But integer LP mono Best Integer

moiti mono

FIG. 6.6: Comparing the LP and best integer values in mono and multi-routing

6.8 Numerical resuits

6.8.1 Impact of multi-routing

In this thesis we have first stndied the profit of multi-routing over mono-routing for

alI instances described in Table 6.14 and Table 6.15. The results presented in Table
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Instance SHO Number Demanded BS Sessions Capacity Objective LP

Distance of Paths Gap value value

1 02:30-200B.31 150 1 5% 13 158 28476.8 34976.8 33264.7

2 02:30-200B.31 150 3 5% 12 158 27371.2 33371.2 31362.17

3 02:30-2003.28 150 1 1% 8 129 18924.8 22924.8 22708.1

4 02:30-2003.28 150 3 1% 8 129 18386.8 22396.8 22168.1

5 02:30-2003.8 150 1 0.05% 8 108 17116.8 21116.8 21103.8

6 02:30-2003.8 150 3 3% 8 10$ 16816 208116 19968.9

7 02:30-300B.31 150 1 10% 17 235 38620.8 47120.8 42543.8

8 02:30-3003.31 150 3 10% 16 235 36720 44720 40884

9 02:30-3003.28 150 1 10% 14 200 31200 38200 34525.7

10 02:30-300B.28 150 3 10% 13 194 30388 36888 33458

11 02:30-400B.21 150 1 10 % 15 210 31836.8 39336.8 35549

12 02:30-400B.21 150 3 10% 14 210 31334.4 38334.4 34122

TAB. 6.17: Comparing resuits when number of periods is 6

6.17 are obtained when the simulation time is divided in six periods. For ail instances

we can observe the profit of multi-routing over mono-routing looking at the objective

values. Especially for two pairs of instances, number (3,4) and (5,6), in which we were

able to run with relatively small gaps, there is no overlap between the best integer of

multi-routing and the LP of mono-routing values, Section 6.7. If we go on solving the

problem with a srnaller gap (le-06, le-04) then the LP and best integer values of mono

routing get doser and the LP value of multi-routing approaches the best integer value

of multi-routing as well.

We can also note a decrease in the number of activated base stations in multi-routing

cornpared to mono-routing. As it can be seen in pairs (1,2), (7,8), (9,10) and (11,12) the

number of activated base stations decreases when we consider a set of potential paths

instead of just the shortest path.

6.8.2 Impact of the number of periods

In order to evaluate the impact of the number of periods on the dimensioning we have

increased the number of periods during the planning time. The new value for the num
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ber of periods is 10. Table 6.18 illustrates the obtained resuits for the three different

instances. By comparing the results in Table 6.18 and Table 6.17 we notice a reduction

in the value of the objective function.

Instance SHO Number Deinanded BS Sessions Capacity Objective LP

Distance of Paths Gap value value

1 02:30-200B.31 150 1 5% 13 158 26946.4 33466.4 31650.14

2 02:30-200B.31 150 3 5% 12 158 26376 32376 30727.68

5 02:30-200B.8 150 1 0.005% 8 10$ 16870.4 20870.4 20546.34

6 02:30-200B.8 150 3 0.005% 8 109 16491.2 20491.2 20385

7 02:30-300B.31 150 1 10% 16 235 37686.4 43686.4 41580

8 02:30-300B.31 150 3 10% 16 235 35512 43512 39078.2

TAB. 6.18: Comparing resuits when number of periods is 10

We can justify this result by a small example. In figure 6.7 we have considered a

planning tirne first divided in 6 periods and then divided in 10 periods. The same ses

sions with saine duration and beginning time are shown in both cases. Considering the

first instance which has a• duration equal to 5.8 seconds started on tirne 0:0, according

to Section 4.2.1, when the total number of periods in the planning time is equal to 6, the

resources are reserved for this session tilI the end of the second period. It means that

this session reserves the resources for about 10 units of time. On the contrary, when

the total number of periods during the planning tirne is 10, then the same session with

the sarne duration and beginning time reserves the resources tiil the end of the second

period among the 10 periods. It means that the same session but in the planning time

divided in 10 periods reserves the resources for only 6 units of time. For the second

session with a duration of 11 seconds, starting on 0:99 time, the resources are reserved

ail along the 3 first periods which corresponds to 15 units of time in the first case.

While, in the second case where we have 10 periods the reservation take place during

12 nuits of time. The resource reservation for these sessions in 6 periods and 10 periods

are illustrated in Figure 6.8.

In the case where we have divided the planning time in 6 periods there is an overlap

between the first and third sessions in the use of resources. While the same two sessions
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Planning Tln,o

___________________________________________

5 10 15 20 25

I I I I I

I I I I I
Session 1 l I I I

Session 2
I I I

Session3 I I I .l I

I I I I I
Session4

I I I

I I I I I

I I I I I
I I I I

The planning lIme la dlvlded b 6 perlods

Planning lima

_____________________________

3 6 9 12 15 15 21 24 27

Session 1 .mØ:-_ ______Ø

Session 2 .ji.._ — — _______

Session 3
....._. — —

Session 4

flic planning tlme la dlvlded to 10 pedoda

FIG. 6.7: Comparing sessions in 6 and 10 periods

do not have any overlap when we divide the planning time in 10 periods. It can be

seen that, when we divide the planning tirne in 10 periods the resource reservation is

less during the life of a session comparing to 6 periods. On the other hand, we are not

allowed to increase the number of periods just to reduce the resource reservations as it

lias an impact on solving time of the problem, Section 6.1.
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PI.nnIng11ne

5 10 15 20 25

I I I

___

I I
- I I I

I I I I

3 6 9 1215 1 821 24

FIG. 6.8: Impact of increasing the number of periods during a planning time

6.8.3 Impact of the session length

In this section we study the impact of the session length on the dimensioning. We

consider the sanie traffic files while the length of each session is divided by two, and a

planning time which is divided in 10 periods. The shorter a session the less resources it

reserves during the planning time. Table 6.19 illustrates that the values of the objective

function decrease comparing to the values with the same number of periods in Table

6.1$.

Instance SHO Number Demanded BS Sessions Capacity Objective LP

Distance of Paths Gap Value value

1 02:30-200B.31 150 1 5% 12 159 23779.2 29779.2 28266.5

2 02:30-2003.31 150 3 5% 11 158 231104.4 28610.4 27270.9

5 02:30-2003.8 150 1 0.005% 8 108 15536 19536 18959.05

6 02:30-2003.8 150 3 0.005% 7 10$ 15361.6 18861.6 18792.41

7 02:30-3003.31 150 1 10% 16 235 30764.8 38764.8 34971.9

8 02:30-3003.31 150 3 10% 15 235 29097.6 36597.6 33228.9

TAB. 6.19: Comparing results for the impact of sessions length

As it can be seen in pair instance (5,6) not only we have a multi-routing profit with

respect to the capacity of the wired links, but also the multi-routing has an impact

on the number of activated base stations. Note that for this pair of instances there

is no overlap between the best integer value in multi-routing and LP value in mono-
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routing, Section 6.7. When we solve the problem with only one path which is also the

shortest path, for serving instance 02:30-200B.8 the optimization procedure chooses 8

base stations among 30 potential base stations. While, for the same instance, this time

with maximum three different paths, the optimization procedure chooses arid activates

7 base stations.

6.8.4 Grade of Service

The proposed model respects the overali Grade of Service by accepting the demanded

proportion of sessions in cadi type and priority of application during the planning time.

This has been discussed in Section 5.4.6 where we have considered a blocking rate for

different priorities (Gold and Silver) in each type of application. This blocking rate is

global. It may happens that the blocking rate be violated during some periods while

the global Grade of Service is obtained.

For instance, if we have been asked to accept at least 90% of the Gold voice sessions,

it means that, at the end of the simulation time if we had 100 demanded Gold voice

sessions we have to accept at least 90 of them.

For a traffic instance with 200 sessions of different types of application, when the plan

ning time is divided in 10 periods, Table 6.20 illustrates the demanded and the obtained

global Grade of Service.

The caIl admission control in this model is anticipative, therefore for accepting or

Gold Silver

Demanded GoS % Obtained GoS % Demanded GoS ¾ Obtained GoS ¾

Voice 95 97 80 90.66

Videophone 80 80 60 60

Video streaming 80 83.3 60 72.72

Web browsing 80 88 60 63.63

Mail 90 91.66 70 77

TAB. 6.20: Demanded and obtained GoS for all applications

rejecting a session it considers the traffic profile on the whole planning time and even
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the model may refuse a session while there is enough available resources to satisfy that

session. This happens when the model has to accept another session with higher pri

ority. Table 6.21 shows the number of demanded and accepted Gold and Silver voice

sessions for the traffic instance with 200 sessions.

Based on this table, Figure 6.9 illustrates the functionality of the applied anticipative

eau admission control in details for each ten periods individually during the planning

time for the voice application. The Grade of Service during a period is the rate of the

accepted sessions which ask the service during that period.

The voice application has been chosen as we have new sessions asking for service in

Demanded Voice Gold 7 3 2 5 5 1 - 3

Accepted Voice Gold 7 3 1 5 5 4 j 4 1 - 3

Demanded Voice Silver 8 5 7 9 8 12 11 4 10 11

Accepted Voice Silver 6 5 5 8 3 7 10 4 10 11

TAu. 6.21: Dernanded and accepted number of voice sessions in each period

each period. Considering the Gold curve, there is a break in the curve during the third

period while the model tries to compensate this by accepting more sessions over next

periods in order to not violate the 95% demanded GoS. On the Silver curve, the break

has happened during the fifth period and after that the model lias tried to reach itself to

the 100%. In this way the model will not violate the demanded GoS for Silver sessions

as weII.

This behavior lias been expected with the anticipative eau admission control and the

proposed objective function. The objective function aims at minimizing the resources,

Hence it tries to accept as less sessions as possible, but it has no choice but satisfying

the overali GoS.

The model has also considered the global GoS just to save the resources. If we force the

system to accept 95% of Gold voices in each period then during the periods in which

we have just 2 demanded sessions the system has no choice but accepting both of them.

While it may sacrifice other Gold sessions, from other applications, because of lack of

resources. Even in some cases we may not be able to solve the optimization problem.
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FIG. 6.9: Obtained GoS during each period for the voice application

On the contrary, we can consider a lower bound for each period as well. This will satisfy

not only the overail Grade of service but also a lower bound on the Grade of Service

during each individual period.

6.8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we went through the steps taken since the mathematical model formu

lation which lead us to the obtaiaed resuits. The various features of the program both

in generating the traffic and generating the constraints have been explained in details.

XVe also gave the values of the parameters used in the program and test the model with

different instances under different conditions.

We sacrifice the number of constraints and variables in order to have a linear problem

solved by CPLEX-MIP. As shown in Section 6.8 vie were able to solve problem instances

with up to 400 sessions and 30 potential base stations with a maximum of 3 different

paths between each pair of source and destination on a surface of 400 m to 500 m.

In a planning time divided in 6 periods, we were able to show the profit of multi-routing

Pefiod ioad
Gos

% voles sccepted sessions

Periods
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over mono-routing. The obtained dimensioning resuits illustrates that the model in

multi-routing case reduces the used capacity of the wired links both in core and radio

networks and the number of activated base stations in the radio network for the same

number of accepted sessions.

Comparing the resuits of the same instances but with different number of periods dur

ing the planning time shows that the number of periods has an impact on the objective

function. The more the number of periods the better the objective value. The impact

of sessions length has been studied as welI. The results show that not only the profit of

multi-routing over mono-routing has been positive but also that the objective function

decreases when the length of the sessions is divided by 2.



Chapter Y

Conclusion and Perspectives

The focus of this thesis vas on the definition of an optimization model for the dimen

sioning of third generation networks whule considering a multi versus a mono routing

path policy. The study started from the model developed in C. Voisin M.Sc. thesis t1],

made several improvements with respect to e.g., the traffic generator, the soft handoif

features, the set of potential base stations for each session, QoS constraints, ... and gen

eralized it for multi-routing strategies. The initial model included several mechanisms

for satisfying the Quality of Service for each type of applications: an anticipative cadi

admission control, a scheduling policy and a routing strategy based on a unique path

for each source and destination pair of nodes. It was also integrating different ldnd of

services and considered each session individually.

In this M.Sc. thesis, the whole study aimed to satisfy an objective function which

concerns minimizing the dimensioning costs expressed by the number of activated base

stations and the capacity of the wired hnks both in core and radio networks. In other

words, it targets a minimum usage of radio and wired resources.

for this purpose the following steps have been followed:

The future 3G networks and the muiti-service traffic have been studied in order
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to model the core and radio networks, define the multimedia sessions with their

demands and achieve an end-to-end quality of service.

> The dimensioning strategy considers the radio and wired part resources and chooses

the best path to serve each accepted session based on an anticipative cali admission

control policy.

> The mathematical model corresponds to a linear mixed optimization problem

solved using the CPLEX-MIP libraries of ILOG.

> Both the traffic generator and optirnization tools, have been implemented using

C++. The optimization tools include formatting the objective function, the set of

constraints for solving the optimization model with CPLEX-MIP. The branching

and exploration strategies have been adopted for solving each optimization prob

1cm on the CPLEX-MIP using the varions parameters and options available in the

CPLEX solver.

> Considering a network topology the dimensioning model has been used on different

traffic instances to observe the impact of multi-routing over mono-routing on the

use of the radio and wired resources.

Based on the obtained results we conclude:

> Comparing the resuits on mono-routing and multi-routing we can observe the

profit of multi-routing in terms of used capacity on the wired links: this can be

deduced based on the obtained results in Table 6.17 when the planning time is

divided in 6 periods. Referring to the reasoning on Section 6.7 we can daim clearly

a profit for the multi-routing strategy, sec the third, fourth, fifth and sixth rows

of Table 6.17.

We can also observe the impact of multi-routing on the number of activated base

stations: on fifth and sixth rows of Table 6.19 while the mono-routing LP value

is bigger than multi-routing objective value we can observe the impact of multi

routing on the number of activated base stations.
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) The resuits also show that the number of periods during the planning time influ

ences the objective function and consequently the dimensioning of the multi-media

network. This is based on the explanation in Section 6.8.2 and the obtained resuits

in Table 6.17 and Table 6.18. For instance, comparing the first two rows in both

tables we observe that the objective values when the planning time is divided in

10 periods are smaller than the objective values when the planning time is divided

in 6 periods.

> The length of a session has an impact on the dimensioning, as it influences the

reservation and ultimately use of the resources during the life time of the session.

Considering two sessions with different Iengths, the one with the shorter life time

vill be activated during a smaller number of periods. Consequently, comparing

to the longer session its resource reservation will be less. This can also be seen in

Tables 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19.

The requested Grade of Service for each priority of application types has been

respected ail along the planning time. The objective fimction minimizes the use

of the resources, therefore it tries to accept as less sessions as possible, while

satisfying the Grade of Service.

> The results are meaningful even with the medium size network topology used in

the computational experiments. If we change it to a network topology with more

choice of paths for each pair of source and destination, the gain of multi-routing

vill appear even more positive.

As in any other model, some assumptions have been made:

> The traffic has been assumed homogeneous during the planning time on the ge

ographical surface, while in the real hfe the traffic varies during a day. This also

causes difficulties when the geographical surface is vast or if the planning time

becomes longer.

The temporal sequencing considered for each session leads us to an over-estimation
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of the session duration. In this model we reserve the resources for each session

along more time than its real duration.

> The mobile stations are assumed to be fixed during the demands for a session:

this prevents from the modeling of hand off for the mobile users.

> We have also considered that base stations are placed uniformly on the geograph

ical space of simulation. Indeed this assumption of uniform positions of the base

stations in the geographical space was due to the radio capacity formula that we

used.

Future work:

> It could be interesting to consider a more complex network topology with more

path choices for each pair of source and destination nodes. Meantime we should

pay attention to the number of variables and constraints too, as it has an impact

on the solution time of the mathernatical program.

> The Cail Admission Control used in this model is anticipative, which let us to

evahate the optimal utilization of the network. This policy helps more to satisfy

the objective function than playing the real role of Call Admission Control. A

Casual Cali Admission Control with mono-routing, which taices into account just

the current sessions in a period, has been developed in [2] where the results of

the two models are compared. Comparing the results of these two call admission

control poilcies in multi-routing and mono-routing would be interesting.

> Moves of the mobile station is another issue which can be studied in the dimension

ing of the 3G networks. This will automaticaily lead us to dynamic multi-routing.

> A lower bound for the Grade of Service can be considered during each period for

ail type of applications, instead of a global GoS. Hence, we reduce the ups and

downs of GoS during each period.
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> A non homogeneous traffic is much realistic, therefore work can be done on radio

capacity formulas for multi-services in order to adapt that to non homogeneous

traffic.
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Appendix A

Leaky bucket

Leaky bucket is a popular scheme for traffic shaping in order to reduce the burstiness.

The basic idea is to assign a bucket to each flow. Figure (A.1) shows a simple and clear

idea of this mechanism.

Data is placed in a potentially infinite buffer on the left, while tokens are generated and

placed in a bucket of size B at rate r. Means that there is no bound on the number of

packets but the bucket contains at most B bits worth of tokens. To transmit a packet

queued in the buffer, the regulator must first remove a number of tokens from the bucket

corresponding to the packet size. This will make sure that a flow will neyer send faster

than r worth of packets per second. It also guarantees that in an interval t the long

term transmission rate is at most r.

The end to end delay bound, for a leaky bucket constrained session s computed as

t
+

FIG. A.1: Leaky Bucket
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follow:

(A.1)
g5 9s m=1

Wm

Where g3 is session s guaranteed rate and should flot be less than the r5 which is the

average token bucket rate, t is the maximum packet length of session s, 1m is the

maximum packet length in the network, P5 the number of hops in the path and wm is

the total bandwidth for the m-th hop.
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Selective Repeat Protocol

Selective Report error recovering protocol is a procedure to transniit the darnaged or

missed frames on radio links and provides reiiabiiity. Prames are numbered in this pro

tocol. This specification helps to keep the frarnes in order. The protocol uses NAKs

( Negative Acknowiedgment) for damaged and iost frames. Seiective Repeat has two

windows, one for sending and one for receiving parts. The sending window defines which

frarnes are outstanding. However the sent frames wouid be kept in receiving windows.

The frames are buffered until their predecessors arrive. That is why the size of memory

in receiving part shouid be big enough to keep the frames.

When an ont of order frame arrives, the protocol detects a damaged or missed frame

and send a NAK for the missed frame. The NAK notifies the sender of the ioss. At

this point the sender xviii stop sending the frames in order, and will resend the frame

specified by NAK.

Vie consider a transmission time for each frame even the NAKs. Therefore if we ignore

the queuing time of a frame, the delay xviii be equal to the sum of NAK and retransmis

sion times. The lost of the the retransmitted frames happen in radio network. In these

cases the protocol xviii wait a certain amount of time to send a second NAK. In this

study we have calculated the average time of transmission of a frame xvhen maximum

three retransmissions are needed.
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11.1 Average time of transmission

— Tframe : Tirne of transmission of a frame

— DtT smission—radio : The average time of transmission of a frame

— Dk Delay tiine of a frame when k transmission is doneframe

— TNAC: Time between two consecutive NAK frames

— P : The probability that a frame is in error with the selected RAB. We cail this FER

The probability that k transmission attempts are needed to successfully transmit a

frame is:

pk = pk_1 x (1 — P) (B.1)

The average transmission time when maximum three retransmission is needed will be:

4
kDtTamT0 = pk x Dframe. (B.2)

kz 1

Therefore we will have:

p1 D’ + p2 x Drame + P3 x DTame + P4 x Drame, (B.3)

DtT5m5im2Ti0 = (1 — FER) X Tframe

+FERx (1FER)x 3XTframe

+FER2 X (1FER) X 3 X Tframe X TNAC

+ FER3 X (1 — FER) X 3 X Tframe X 2 X TNAC, (B.4)

If we consider TNAC 2 X Tframe + 60 vith TfTame 100 ms vie will have TNAC = 260

FER DTa0_tTam0n

_________

TÊER

0.5% 101.01 ms
1% 102 ms
2% 104.11 ms
5% 110.68 ms
10% 122.78 ms
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rns. Based on this information the average transmission time with different Frame Error

Rate is calculated in the following. The D0_tr smissi0n is used in the delay formula

in Chapter 4.
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